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ANTA FE NEW MEXICAN
VOL. 45.
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SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO, FRIDAY FEBRUARY 5, 1909.

HEW MEXICO

A Committee Appointed to Plead
for Statehood
5
A Bill Embodying Proposals

for Archaeological School
Will Be Introduced.
The thirty-eightlegislative assembly made history yesterday afternoon
up to the last moment before adjournment. The House, just before it adjourned, passed House Joint Resolution No. :J, appropriating $3,500 to pay
the expenses of a committee of seven
citizens to be appointed by Governor
Curry to proceed to Washington to
battle for the passage of the enabling
act, the creation of the seventh judi-ci- r
i
district the extension of tby)
Carey Act to New Mexico and the validation of the proposed bond issue
of half a million dollars by the Ter
ritory for common school purposes
and such other measures beneficial to
New Mexico as will come up during
the four weeks that remain until the
present Congress and the present administration give way to the new Congress and the Taft administration.
The resolution was signed by the
Speaker and properly attested and
hurried to the Council, where it was
taken up at five o'clock yesterday
afternoon, after a motion to adjourn
had been made, but withdrawn, when
Councilman T. B. Catron moved the
of the rules to
suspension
put
House Joint Resolution No. 3 on its
In the House, only Reprepassage.
sentative Mullens of Chaves, a Democrat, had voted against it; in the
Council, only Councilman Hewett, of
McBee, of
Lincoln, and Councilman
voted
Roswell, both
Democrats,
Against it, and the resolution was on
its way to the executive for his sigh

shall be received by the territorial
treasurer and be credited by him to
the territorial common school bond is
sue fund, and shall within sixty days
after the receipt of the proceeds
thereof, be distributed to all the coun
ties of the territory of New Mexico in
proportion to the number of school
children as shown by the school cen
sus taken for the year 1908 as pro

NO, 304

LEAVE FOR WASHINGTON

Special Committee of Prominent Men
Well Selected.

vided by Section 1535, Compiled Laws
of 1897.
The portion due and payable hereunder to each county to be paid, to the
county treasurer; but. before such
money shall be turned over to such
treasurer, he shall furnish a good and
sufficient bond as provided by law for
bonds of county treasurers, in a sum
equal to the amount received; the pre
mium on said bond, if the same is ex
ecuted by a guarantee company, may
be paid by such county treasurer out
of the fund3 received as herein pro
vided.
in Counties.
Sec. C. Disposition
Said county treasurer, upon receipt of
such money shall disburse the same
from time to time among the school
directors of his county as provided by
law for the disbursement of the gen
eral county school fund.
Sec. 7. Proceeds How to be Used.
The proceeds of said bond issue
to the several counties as
herein provided shall be issued for the
following purposes and no other.
First, for the construction, repair, al
teration or enlargement of a suitable
building for public schools; second,
for the payment of teachers' salaries;
third, in the purchase of laboratory
annaratus and supplies lor mgn
schools; fourth, and for the purchase
of libraries for High schools and elementary schools.
Sec. 8. This act shall be in force
from and after its passage, and all
acts and parts of acts in conflict herewith are hereby repealed.
Another event, though of apparent
ly trivial consequences, will excite
over the
all
pnmmp.nt.
f..,mv.ov.ia
world.
entire
the
not
if
United States,
That is the introduction in the Council, by Councilman Hewett, a Civil
War veteran, member of the Grand
the
Army of the Republic, asking for
erasure of the word '"Rebel" from the
Monument erected by the Legislature
in the Plaza in Santa Fe, to commemof those New
orate the
who
fought for the
Mexico citizens
Union in the Civil War, the word
"Rebel" being deemed ah opprobrious
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Governor George Curry, under the
joint resolution passed by both houses
late yesterday afernoon ami signed by
the governor this lnorniug, this after
noon appointed the following delega
tion of repiesentntlve New Mexico cit

U

fr J

J

izeiis to proceed to Washington at once
to work not only for the passage of an
enabling act, but also for the passage
of the bill creating the Seventh judicial district which is pending in the
Senate after passage through the
House and favorable report of the
Senate committee on Judiciary; the
bill extending t lie provisions of the
Carey act to New Mexico, which is
pending in the Senate after having
passed the House; to secure the approval of the act which will pass the
territorial legislature next week, providing for a bond issue of half a million dollars for the public school and
such other New Mexico measures as
may be pending:
Colonel George W. Prichard of
Santa Fe, former attorney general of
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Says United States
Special Pension

Examiner
HEBE

10

IliESIIGAIE

Two
lntere&tioffw Pension
Cases That Are cf a Cal-

ient Nature.

The many complex and aggravating
questions that are constantly confronting the United States pension office
at Washington can readily be appreciated when one hears of the two penthe territory.
Hon. W. E. Martin of Socorro, dis- sion cases now being investigated at
trict clerk for the Third judicial dis- Santa Fe. United States Special PenJudge John R. McFie, President Archaeological Society of New Mexico. trict with
headquarters at Las Cruees sion Examiner William S. Fitch,
member of the legislative whos headquarters are at EI Paso,
former
and
arrived this morning to make an inassembly.
BEVERIDGE OPPOSES
GRAND OVATION
Hon. W. F. Buchanan, the veteran vestigation in the matter of two ex
of Tucumcarl, who has been a ceedingly interesting cases. The first
ENABLING ACT
TENDERED HASKELL banker
sheriff of a Texas county and held case ia that of a Mrs. Sarah Foster
who is seeking a pension as the widow
Stands Alone With Senator Aldrich Citizens of Muskogee Turn Out With other positions of trust.
of a James Foster. Previous to her
VeRomero
Hon.
Las
of
Secundino
Against Statehood Bill Attacks
a Brass Band.
gas, clerk of the Fourth judicial dis marriage with Foster she was the wife
Delegates Andrews and Smith.
of a George H. Barnard. In order to
trict.
Muskogee, Okla., Feb. 5. Governor '
secure the pension it is necessary to
El
of
Venceslao
Colonel
Jaramillo
Special to The New Mexican.
Charles X. Haskell was given an ova
establish
memthe fact of the death of
former
Rio
Arriba
county,
Washington, D. C, Feb. 5. Senator tion here today when he arrived from Rito,
Barnard
and
the legality of the conand
of
the
ber
assembly
legislative
has come out openly the state capital at Guthrie to make
Beveridge
and sequent second marriage. A diary
trust
of
many
holding
positions
against statehood for New Me4co and his appearance before the Federal
kept by Mrs. Foster shows two enhonor.
in an interview takes'a strong stand court and sign a bond under the
S. Hopewell of Albuquer- - tries in the year 1809. On April 21 it
W.
Hon.
the passage of an enabling dictment returned by the grand jury
que, railroad builder, contractor, busi reads: "Today, Emma Barbara, a
act at this session, giving his reasons which charged him, together with
friend, Informed me of the death of
nessman and Democratic leader.
- He also attacks
Delegates er prominent Okhihomans, with a con- Hon. Arthur Seligman of Santa Fe, George Barnard. He was killed by
tVndrews of New Mexico, and Smith spiracy to defraud the
government
'
of Indians."
The second entry of May
of Arizona.
Senator Aldrich is re- - and the Creek Indians out of land in businessman and former chairman
23 tells of her marriage with James
commissioners.
of
board
the
county
ported to be opposed to any action on the Muskogee town lot distribution,
In addition to this delegation pro- Foster and that she is satisfied as to
the statehood question at this session Thousands of persons were at the
for by legislative resolution, the death of Barnard. In addition .to
vided
and unless these two Republican lead-- . station with a
brass band. In a
will
there
go with the delegation to the diary entries, Mrs. Foster has also
can
ers
be persuaded to withdraw ' speech the Governor took a new
a newspaper clipping taken from a
with
work
it;
active opposition, the chances parture by way of explanation of the
Rome, New York, newspaper of 18G9.
Governor
Curry.
George
for the passage of an enabling act at indictment. He declared he had insur-thi- s
O. Bursum, of Socorro, The object of Mr. Fitch is to try to
H.
Hon.
session are very precarious, curred the enmity of corporations, of
term.
nature.
locate the George B. Shepard menof
a poll of the House shows President Roosevelt and of the Gov-i- t chairman of the Republican central
session
However,
the
of
The result
joint
tioned in the article and through him
Both houses adjourned until MonMexico.
of
New
committee
,
to
In
be unanimous
favor of state- ernment at Washington by champion-hoodheld yesterday afternoon
of
Mills
establish the truth of the reported
J.
William
Chief
Justice
day afternoon at two o'clock. In the both houses
and three-fourth- s
of the Sen- - j ing thfause of labor and by, prevent-ator- s
'
in the hall of representatives to listen
"
"
death of Barnard.
"v
Council, both Members Baca, were
Any Information
t
Las
Vegas.
also declared themselves in fa- ing the insertion of a cluase in the
to representatives of the Archaeologas
to the whereabouts of Shepard will
from attendance next week.
of
Silver
D.
City,
W.
Hon.
Murray
Oklahoma
vor
action
aW
of
New
the
immediate
pasand
the
constitution, that was hos
The statehood delegation resolu- ical Institute of America
member be appreciated by Examiner Fitch.
can tage of an enabling act before March tile to labor in case of strikes in the prominent banker and former
Society,
Mexico
Archaeological
The newspaper clipping is as follows:
notewas
not
the
tion, however,
only
of
the
legislature.
im4. Beveridge and Aldrich stand prac- matter of injunctions.
Later the
of such great
"Killed by Indians We are in reworthy event of the session yesterday. also be considered
Los
of
Lunas,
Hon. Solomon Luna
historalone in their opposition while ernor signed his bond which bore the
of a letter from George B. She-ar- d
The introduction simultaneously in portance as to make the" event
ceipt
for
the
Repubcommitteeman
national
arraigned i.gainst them on this ques--j signatures of 100 Muskogee citizens.
of
Santa Fe, New Mexico, informboth houses, in the Council by Coun ic.
lican party, was to have accompanied
are President Roosevelt, Presi- us of the death of George II. BarPresident Spiess presided over the tion
cilman Mechem, and in the House by
ing
to
the
but,
Statehood
dent-eleBoosters,
the
Taft, Speaker Cannon and IMrUDLN I NEGRO
rosSpeaker Miera, of a bill providing for joint session. On the speakers
of all, personal business will nard, said by the writer to have lived
j
regret
leaders.
all
other
the
Republican
and
In this town. Mr. Barnard was mur.
Speaker
a territorial bond issue of half a mil- trum besides himself
for the present.
INSULTS WHITE GIRL prevent his going
Postmaster Appointed.
dered
lion dollars for common school pur Miera was seated Chief Justice Wilby a Valajo Indian on the 4th
The party will leave Santa Fe on of March
at a point about 180 miles
poses, will in history be considered as liam J. Mills. The officers of the
Upon the recommendation of Dele- Sunday evening, unless circumstances
epochmaking as the establishment of Council occupied seats besides those gate W. H. Andrews, National Com- - Brother of Young Lady Tries to Shoot compel other arrangements, and will southwest of Santa Fe. Mr. Shepard
Her Assailant.
'He had been with me for two
the modern public school system in of the House. In front of the speak- mitteenian Solomon Luna, Territorial
arrive in Washington, before the says:
New Mexico almost two decades ago. er's desk sat the orators of the oc- Republican Chairman H. O. Bursum,
years
past and was a dmr friend of
statehood bill comes up for passage
The bill is herewith printed in full: casion: Associate Justice John R. Governor Curry and many others,
Pittsburg, Feb. 5. The first trouble under special rule in the House of mine. I do not know the address of
An act to provide for an issue of McFie, president of the New Mexico George A. Chandler was today ap- - growing out of the police crusade
any of his relatives and you will
Dr. Ed- pointed postmaster at Cimarron, Col against the negroes who terrorized the Representatives.
therefore do me a favor by publishbonds of the territory of New Mex Archaeological
Society;
D. C, fax
of
his death in your paper.' The
L.
ico for common school purposes.
Herron
ing
Hill
Washington,
Hewett,
was
gar
county.
district,
narrowly
writer describes the deceased as folBe it enacted by the legislative as- the Archaeological Institute of Ameriaverted last night when John Moul- - GERMANY SUFFERS
lows; 'He was about 5 feet 8 inlton a neSr 39 years old, was arrestsembly of the territory of New Mex- ca and director of American work of s'
WITH SEVERE FLOODS ches
YbAK UkU
'e(1 0 the charge of hft
the Institute of Archaeology of Ameri
tall in height, strongly built, of
ico:
ed a
S. At- PROVES HIMSELF A HERO white
sandy complexion, with dark brown
girl and accosted her with,
Section 1. Issue Authorized.
An ca, and Judge A. J. Abbot, U.
Berlin, Feb. 5. The floods caused hair, the latter litt'e
issue of bonds as provided by this act, torney for the Pueblo Indians.
curly. He is a
j"Good evening, sweetheart; ain't you
several days of heavy rains and a Free Mason; a
introby
inS to kiss me?" On the way to the
carpenter
of the territory of New Mexico, in the President Spiess in his brief
by trade,
Fire
by
Destroyed
Asylum
Orphan
tak
are
warm weather
today
and a good mechanic.'
tuuun me Drouier or tne girl tried spoil of
Mr. Shepard
sum of five hundred thousand dollars ductory remarks., dwelt upon New
Three Little Tots Missina.
in
a
on
serious
many
aspect
to reach the negro to shoot him and a ing
says that he has not been able to obis hereby authorized and directed, the Mexico's incomparable archaeologic'
.U
rC.
parts of Germany. The first fatal- tain any of the effects or letters of
Tl.
ftm'nl.1,.
al riches and how their development
to
such
bonds
the
of
sale
of
proceeds
Feb
are from Nordhausen, the deceased; but will
BattleCreek, Mich,.
ities
be expended as hereinafter provided. will add to the material wealth of the Haskell Memorial Home, the three cers nurnea aim 10 jan ana arter where reported
gladly comhave been wash- municate all
many
bridges
first
as
the
he was locked up the crowd kept up a
in his posparticulars
Sec. 2. Form of Bond. Such bonds Territory. He introduced
lo- .
brick
a
half
and
At
drowned.
ten
story
orphanage,
people
associf
session by addressing him at Santa
in the street. Today ed away md
shall be issued in the denomination of speaker, Hon. John R. McFie,
.
cated n the western part of the city,
rose twelve Fe."
,
M"
sentenced to m : month s Nuremberg the Regnitz
one thousand dollars each, to be ate justice of the Supreme Court of was destroyed by Are ear
is raging
today.
and
feet
last
today
night
New
of
the
New
and
in the
Mexico,
maxi
president
The other case is even more, comknown as "Territorial Common School
Three of the thirty-seve- n
little in- - mum workhouse, getting the
the lower streets of the city.
through
Mexico
Archaeological
Society.
sentence,
and is unusually interesting.
plicated
Bonds;" shall bear interest at the
In
mates are missing.
the panic that
Enormous damage has been caused.
Judge McFie without further prelim- ensued when
It Is the case of the former wife of
rate of four per cent per annum, in
Fraiikfort-on-the-Maiawakchildren
were
the
the
reports
suby
on the inaries, went to the heart of the
terest payable
CHICAGO WILL REMAIN WET.
ened by the first alarm seven little
water in fifty years in some Colonel James L. Morris (now dead)
extent
highest
the
vast
In
ject.
describing
who is applying for a pension as his
first days of January and July of each
sreams in Odewald. The town of TV rl
.
of New Mexico's archaeological rich- girls jumped from the third story
...... . . .
rtl
inn' "Iim
until
and
wiuhci iuui us ueu j.io locate
principle
luun.
year
maturity,
Chicago, Feb. 5. Chicago will be a Heri.ecke is flooded and a number of
to window, but It is not thought that
window
he
of
out
the
es,
pointed
around
Santa Fe, Cerrillos and Thornterests payable at such places as may
the west, saying that there, within any of them were fatally hurt. James wet" town for another year at least dams In the vicinity have been car- ton. He was an old soldier
be agreed upon by the purchasers of
and behe- - for the efforts
12
a
made
between
The
old,
to
ried
have
years
the
Armstrong
valley
away.
by
of the hall, in a canon, one and
"drys."
to
Carleton
G.
A.
longed
said bonds, In the city of New York, sight
Post,
R., this
imand Wetzler appears as an
a half miles long, lie eleven buried ro of himself by standing on a shed the people vote at the April election
He served In the war of the
city.
York, or in the City of
, state of New
on
from
window
under
the
.which
the
lake.
mense
the
saloons
question excluding
villages, which once teemRebellion and later was in the regu
Santa Fe, territory of New Mexico, prehistoric
girls were jumping, and directing from the city under the local option TWENTY CASUALTIES
with
is
a
ed
That
but
population.
lar
army having come West from
such places to be designated and small
how
to
as
HAVE
them
make
fa'l
BEEN
their
REPORTED
has
fallen down. They started
easy, law,
portion of that particular arch
In 1903 he died at Al
Philadelphia.
named on the face of the bonds; said
as
two
to
of
out
at
and
the
mouth
the
The
possible,
obtain
actually
the
bridge
catching
100,000
necessary
aeological region, which again is only
While
in Philadelphia in
buquerque.
bonds1 shall be signed' by the goverIn
ones
of
his
the smaller
arms. The petitioners to place the question on Lahn river has been swept away. Sev
one of many such regions in the Ter
nor and treasurer of the territory, and
- 1864 he had married a woman whom
Brockloss
will
near
were
be
the
ballot
drowned
en
about
miners
and
?50,000.
property
got lass than 50,000.
ritory. There lies history that is burBut another attempt will be made hausen and three other-victiof the he deserted when he came West In
countersigned by the auditor of pub- ied in our soil. It is to read again
lic accounts, and shall be made payGrea.
from
This 1808. This woman, hearing that Mornext
HOUSE
TENEMENT
flood
are
BURNS;
year.
reported
that lost history that the Institute of
from
in
1909,
able
July 1,
INMATES CARRIED OUT
thirty years
makes a total of twenty casualties. ris had died, married a man named
is conducting excavations
but redeemable at any time after Archaeology
The streams in the mountains in the Brown. When she applied for a pen- New York, Feb. 5. Eighteen per- KILLS THREE MEN
antl research the world over. The
twenty years from their date, and speaker cited the fact of the despoli- sons, Including several women and
region broke from their irtfniTYICr1
Kissingen
AND THEN ESCAPES
J ..! .
Yin
such bonds shall be dated July 1, 1909. ation of the
uiiau iic ninn
ntia iiul vuiy living,
banks last night and several towns .11W11U1.U flint
in New Mexico children, were carried out of a blazruins
was
but
himself drawing a pension.
Sec. 3. So much of the Income of
The bridges, have been
only a few years ago by a private ing tenement house in Lorimer street,
Salina Cruz, Mexico, Feb. 5 Piaz are flooded.
Upon the actual death of Morris in
the public schol lands of the territory company which carted the great arch-- i Brooklyn,
and
is
the
carried
gen
away
damage
,early today by policemen Topez, a soldier, went on a rampage
1903 she again applied for a pension
of New Mexico, as is necessary to
aeological treasures it found all over after. some of the former had been last night because the bartender at erally very heavy. The people were as his
is
on
said
widow, but it will now be necbonds,
pay the interest
the world, selling and scattering overcome by smoke. The hallways La Union Santina refused to give him aroused from their slumbers and had
of
the
for her to prove that, she had
to
the
payment
essary
to
flee
for
lives.
their
hereby, pledged
priceless relics that should have re- were filled with smoke and flames a drink and began shooting into the
never
been
divorced by Morris, which
same, and the territorial treasurer-itwo
mained in New Mexico for the instruc- when
policemen reached the crowd. When he had finished, two
more
to
is
directed
than
and
pay
authorized
likely ag he is known
COSTLY
FIRE
BREAKS OUT.
hereby
tion and delight of future generations. scene. The proprietor states his loss Mexicans and a negro were dead on
5. The most to have married a native woman here
Feb.
said interest out of the Income of said He referred to the excavations two as $10,000.
Va.,
Carlotteville,
the floor. Lopez then shot the lanin New
by whom he had a
public school land, as the same shall years ago In the Puye, thirty miles
tern out of the hands of a policeman disastrous fire In years broke out and son, and Mexico,
lived with an Amerlater
he
at
be received by him; and for the final northwest of Santa Fe, under the su
valued
$220,000.
destroyed property
and escaped.
ican woman at Thornton (whether
The
In
fire
started
Carlotteville
the
redemption of the principal of said pervision of Dr. Edgar L. Hew
X
IMPORTANT ADDRESS
Hardware Company and extended to married to her or not, is not known).
bonds there shall be levifid at the ett, but although under scientific au X
X STATE TROOPS
TONIGHT.
the
from
stores of furniture, clothier and This woman died at .Thornton !n 189J.
the
.expiration of twenty years
spices, not one of the 3,000 archaeol- X At the Board of Trade meeting X
CHARGE
ON
annual
STRIKERS
an
thereof,
shoe
issue
dealers, wiping out their stocks. In addition to proving that she had not
date of the
ogical objects' recovered, could be
tonight, Mayor J. D. Sena will. X
been divorced, Mrs. Brown must go
'
tax, sufficient to provide for the pay- kept in New Mexico.
make an Important address as to X
5.
maFeb.
jx
As
of
show that her marriage to Brown was
Pittsburg,
the
before
or
result
on
EMBEZZLERS ARE SENTENCED.
ment of said bonds
The legislature two years ago, by a
the needed improvements and fu- - X the violence offered to
miiV
5.
Feb.
Three
officials
of
the illegal.
Kiel,
unanimous vote, decided to grant and X ture prospects of Santa Fe. Ev-- X ers
turity.
by the strikers at the Tremont imperial navy
of Proceeds.
toiSec. 5. Disposition
were
sentenced
According to Pension Examiner Fitch
yard
to
title
the historic Old Palace X eryone is invited to be present at X Coal Mine, Bella
pass
Vernon, Pa., a troop night to serve termg of three years, cases of this character are very comSaid bonds shall be sold by, the treas- in Santa Fe to the Federal govern- SS
rooms
the
of the Board of Trade,
of the state constabulary charged on
urer of the territory of .New Mexico ment upon condition that it would
twenty months and six weeks impris mon and keep the pension bureau busy.
on Palace Avenue, at 8 o'clock. Si the strikers
Several persons onment, respectively, having been con- "It is-- astonishing," said he, "to find .
best
for
the
today.
sale
at public or private
give the use of it to the school X A number of Interesting subjects X on beth sides were
slightly injured. victed of the embezzlement of several so many people whom you suppose are
price obtainable, at not less than their
X will be discussed.
$
or,
state , hundred thousand dollars.
ueutciiuieiu
Their
par value, and the proceeds thereof
(Continued On Page Eight.)
X X X X X X X X X X X pum-ueen nurnea nere.
speculations extend over many years.
(Continued On Page EighU)
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The Big Store

MP

minor city topics
V

Cpeaal

V

x

V

Denver, Colo., Feb. 5. Wea- tlier forecast for New Mexico:
Fair tonight and colder in extrerae eastern portion. Fair weatlier Saturday.

V

X V
X
J. B. Williams, eye-sig222 Garfield avenue.

X

jeligman Bros.

IMlfe

11

V

specialist,

1909.

Incorporated 1903

Established 1856.

s
s

5,

Co,

OUR ANNUAL

FOR REXTA
modern
brick cottage. O. C. Watson & Co.
Santa Fe Train Delayed Santa
train No. 2, from the West, due at
noon yesterday, dirt not arrive until
during last night, having been delayed
by a freight wreck at Ash Fork, Arizona.
Council Meeting There will be a
meeting of the City Council Tuesday
evening. On account of Prof. Hewitt's lecture last Tuesday night, the
meeting of the municipal fathers was
postponed one week.
Bar Association Owing to the fact
E
that the legislature was in session
5
o'clock last evening, the
until after
RHEUMATISM, CUTS, OLD
meeting of the New Mexico Bar AssoSORES, SPRAINS, WOUNDS,
STIFF JOINTS, NEURALGIA,
ciation called for yesterday afternoon
in" the
SCALDS, ETZ.,
Supreme Court room was not
G. A. Friodel, Dallas, Tex.
held.
writes: "I uko Ballard's Snow
Booked Manager.
Three Shows
It
Dettlebach announces the following 13 Liniment for my family.
made.
bout
Liniment
is
the
troupes at the opera house: FebruIt relieves burns and scalds.'
ary 17, "Why Girls Leave Home."
25c, 50c and $1.00
March 3, "Zeke, the Country Boy."
March
17,
with band and orchestra.
Ballard Snow Liniment Co
"Hi Kerry's Minstrels."
ST. IiOXJIS, MO..
AcSnow Storm at Albuquerque
to
the Albuquerque Citizen,
cording
Albuquerque yesterday had a snowSold and Recommended by
storm accompanied by lightning and
FISCHER DRUG COMPANi
"Rain,!
thunder.
Says the Citizen:
sleet, snow, with thunder and lighten-- !
at 6 p. m., 1 inch. Lowest
ing, cold and warm by spells were fea- - ground
temperature during last night, 15 detures of the day in Albuquerque."
grees; temperature at G a. in. today
men
Invited to Estancia The young
17 degrees.
A light snow fell from
of Estancia have invited the young
until 3:30
10:18
morning
yesterday
men of Santa Fe to attend a dance at
Conse-- j p. in. amounting to 1.1 inches or .09
Estancia Saturday evening.
of an inch of water. Between 4:25
queutly about thirty of Santa Fe's and 4:38
there was a light fog reto
that thriving
young people will go
a cloud settling down
from
and growing town on the 2:25 train! sulting
while
over
passing
Saturday afternoon. They will return
Should Continue Good Work The
to the city after the dance on a special train over the New Mexico Cen board of county commissioners should
continue the good work begun in rentral railroad.
the offices in the court house.
ovating
Order
Granted
Judge,
Restraining
John R. McFie lias granted a restrain-- The office of the clerk of the district
ing order in the case of Belarnlno court should be cleaned before the
Trujillo vs. Tomas Trejo and wife, of sessions of court next month. The
Rio Arriba county. The suit is rooms might well be bereft of some
brought to quiet title on land located of the cobweb frescoing" and the
at La Villita and also to enjoin and smoky tinge of the decoration could
restrain the defendants from Inter-- i be brightened up. The flue which
fering with the plaintiff's possession very frequently gets panicy and disof the land. A. B. Renehan is attor-- ; seminates the smoke throughout the
office instead of up
the chimney
ney for the plaintiff.
also be attended to. The dismight
Peerless Club The Peerless club
trict court office is frequented by
has been organized with twenty-flv- e
charter members. The objects of the business visitors from four counties
and should certainly be placed in reclub are to promote dramatics and
athletics. The club will secure rooms spectable condition.
The Land of Dixie Rev. H. M.
soon and install games and next, sumPerkins
of Dayton, N. M., gave a
team.
mer will manage a baseball
very
interesting and highly entertainVere Boyle is temporary chairman of
lecture-recita- l
in the High school
ing
the club which is composed of the
- auditorium last evening under the ausrein
men
who
took
the
part
young
cent minstrel show and a few others, pices of the Christian Endeavor Society. He dwelt upon the form, folks,
Another Local Option Bill A meet-- ; freaks and
fashions of Dixie in a
ing was held this forenoon in the unique and original way,
replete with
rooms of the Woman's Christian Tern- and dramatic character
laughable
perance Union, at which the draft of sketches. His
picture of southern
a new local option bill was informally life as it
is, his delineation of
really
discussed by members of the legisla- southern character la so
beautiful thaf
ture and leading citizens interested Dixie will ever have a different meanin the movement, as it has been found
ing to those who heard the lecture.
that both of the pending local option, His peroration was that God
measures are meeting with objections is
behind
and
the
guiding
aimed at certain provisions contained race
of the south. He
problem
in them.
thinks the ultimate solution will be a
maximum
Weather Report The
gradual
deportation of the entire Afritemperature yesterday was 40 de- can population back to Africa and that
grees at 9:30 a. m. and the minimum through the providence of God this
was 25 degrees at 5 a. m. The rela-- ' will take Christian civilization to the
tive humidity at 6 a. m. was 68 per dark continent. His climax, "America
cent and 90 per cent at 6 p. m.; rela--; for Americans and such other people
tive humidity average for the clay 79 only as 'can and will by amalgamaper cent. Depth of snow on the tion become Americans without racial
distinction and prejudices and without
taint of blood" met with much apsix-roo-

OF MEN'S SUITS
t

1

roil Til E1WEEK
STYLES

FIRST CLASS WORKMANSHIP
AND A LARGE ASSORTMENT TO
SELECT PROM. WILL HE SOLD
AT THE FOLLOWING REDUCED
PRICES.

HART SCHAFFNSR & MARX

Sale

$3250

"

"
"

"

"

"

25.00

22.50
20.00

$27.50
22.00
19.00
17-50

OTHERS MAKES

"I
"

16.00
14.00
10.00

"

8.00

Sale

Suits

18.50
16.00
12.50
10.00

"
"
"

MONEY TO LOAN

On notes, diamonds and Jewelry as ow as $10 and en High m J200.
Loans are strictly private. Time one month to one year. Rates ara
'i
Call find see us before borrowing.
reasonable.
Ml

NATHAN SALMON.
Phn
108.

store

ONE

SPECIAL

i

10-

-

Santa Fe.

5

SPECIAL

WEEK

BBS

M

tOO Bars

Sail

also pjg Fruit in Gal. Cans
AT REDUCED PRICES

Co.
6rocery
Winter
Plaza', Santa Fe,

No. 40.

Telephone

SMSBCEI

Ap SEE

i

plause.
(Continued On Page Eight.)

FRESH EGGS

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF

CREAM & MILK
Telephone No 14a Red
MRS. OTTO RETSCH.

8L

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks

Jewelry, Silverware,

rated

Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony

Goods.

S

K7
OyilL

MANUFACTURER
JEWELER

If
5HI

1

M

I

M M

Zook's Pharmacy

gg

nr mm
i

"VINOL
Need
it
and

HALF CENTURY

Phone 219

THE LEADING DRY GOODS
CITY.

IN THE

Economy in Fuel

Appearance

.

Cleanliness
There isNothing
So Pleasing
as a COLES air

jjjjp

w

IS

Tight Heaters
THEY NEVER GO OUT

THE ORIGINAL
and only Absolute!
Air Tight

COLES
Downdraft
Air Tight

COLES

Magazine for
Hard Cold

cuts represent tho nearest aproach
heating of anything ever placed on the
market in the way of stoves. We were fortunate
it securing the agency for this line and respect
fully invite inspection cf same. Owing to the. fact
of having purchaied heavily. We are in position
to make exceedingly low prices.
The-abc-

fl

to tnoderii

SVIIV

Phone
No 14
V V

Phone
No 14

HARDWARE CO.
m

For anything and everything appertaining to Printiig or Binding
the New Mexican Printing Company.

call on

It Goes Against the Grain
when a man buys Feed and finds
it is of an inferior quality, He
does not feel like buying it at the
same place again. We keep our
customers because they know
they can always rely upon getting
the best and purest Horse Feed
that can be purchased hereabout
The best Oats and Corn, and the
kind that fatten and strengthens
the animals, and keeps then in
good condition.
Sale Aiencv Foe
INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD
Wholesale and Retail Dealers In

QUANTITIES
FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN, POTATOES, SALT SEDS I FO
and small quantities at prices Tho
only exclusive grain house In Santa Fe N. M. LLU
that make it worth your while to
purchase all.
LUMBER

H

DIAMONDS

vitalizes of us.

Farming Timbers, Siding
strengthens
Vinol tones up the digestive organs, Joist Shingles and every requiaids assimilation, enriches the blood. site of the modern Builder. Give
and rejuvenates every orjran in the us a trial order and we will feel
body. In tins natural manner Vinol
sure of a continuance of your
replaces weakness with strength.
We are positive It will benefit every patronage.
,

RIGHT PRICES

f?

YONT7

MEXICAN

RIGHT GOOb&

FILIGREE

RIGHT SERVICE

old person who will give It a trial.
If it doa't we will refuml their money.
STRIPLING-BURROW-

SBC

A

HOUSE

LARGE

Deco-

China,

FOR

36.

j

FOR YOURSELF

8

P O Box

j

Old People

ESSES

CALL

THE PRICES THE LOWEST EVER QUOTED.

j

2.65 pet Box

I

This important event reveals unusual bargains. In addition toquality that is corect. Our underwear has other
commendable features. Exclusiveness of styles and
an unusually large assortment to select from.

1

at SALMON Store

at

AND WILL CONTINUE DURING
THE BALANCE OP THE MONTH.

j

"

The largest and the only

MONDAY FEB1UJAIIY 8TH.

j

Every suit will be pressed before clelivered,
Come at once and have your tirst ciioico
PiiKSO ALL'ROPEttT Y LUANtt.

Phone

WILL COMMENCE

BAL1ARDS SNCW

1

Suits

'

Why differ willi

ONLY

k

USLIN UNDERWEAR

HFPCH
llLlOVII

WATCHES
Eye

Tested rnd

Fitted

By

Up-t- c

Data Method.
CUT Gl ASS, CHINA AND SIVERWMI.
Francisco Stnat, Santa Fa, N. M.

846 San

CO.

PRESCRIPTION

FIL1ED AT ZOOK'S
PHARMACY IS DONE SO WITH SKILL
AND CARE. EACH INGREDIENT ENA PRESCRIPTION

TERING INTO A PRESCRIPTION
::
OF SUPERIOR QUALITY.
:-

-:

IS

I

1

I

i

ii

M

i

i

i

i

i

i

m
m

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY

5,

FOR PUBLICATION.
TIMETABLE ALL LINES
Not Coal Land.
Serial No. 07842.
Entering and Leaving Santa Fe ComDepartment of the Interior.
plied According to Scedule of
V. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
Trains Now in Effect.
Dec. 29, 1908.
NEW MEXICO CENTRAc.
Notice Is hereby given that Antonlc
Jose Mares, of Cerrillos, New Mex., No. 1. Southbound, leaves Santa Fa
2:25 p. m.
who, on Sept. 17, 1906, made Homestead entry Serial No. 07842, No. 10047, No. 2. Northbound, arrives in Santa
SW
NE
for SE
NW
Fe at 5:20 p. m.
Lots
Section
IS, Township 11
DENVER & RIO GRANDE.
North,
Range 9 East, New Mexico
Prln. Meridian, has filed notice of in- No. 426 Eastbound, leaves Santa Fe
tention to make final
Proof, to at 10:45 a. m.
establish claim to the land above de No. 425 Westbound, arrives in Santa
F 3:40 p. ra.
scribed, before Register and Receiver,
U. S. Land Office, at Santa Fe, New ATCHISON, TOPEKA 6 SANTA F E.
Mexico, o'n the 11th day of March,
Lamy Branch.
1909.
Depart From Santa Fe Station.
No. 720
8:25 a. m.
Claimant names as witnesses:'
4:20 p. m.
Frank Archibeque,
Felipe Mares, No. 722
7:20 p. m.
Juan Padillo, all of Cerrillos, N. M.; No. 724
Cristobal Anaya. of Galistio, N. M.
Lamy Branch Arrive at Santa Fe
11:10 a. m.
MANUEL R. OTERO, Register. No. 721
'.. 6:f0 p. m.
No. 723
10:55 p. m.
No. 725
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
No. 720 connects with Noo 10 and 2,
Not Coa! Land.
east, and No. 3, Limited, west, at
Serial No. 08030.
Lamy.
Department of the Interior,
No. 722 connects with No. 1, west, at
;
U. S. Land Office,
Lamy.
Santa' Fe, N. M., Jan. 20, 1909.
No. 7 carries El Paso sleeper.
Notice is hereby given that Paz No. 724 connects with Nos. 7 and 9,
Ttoybal of Namhe, N. M., who, on Dewestbound, and Nos. 4 and 8, east
cember 10, 1906. made Homestead enbound.
7
08030
Serial No.
No.
try
Main Line Via Lamy.
W
for
NE
of
No. 7 will stop at ail stations. Lamy
nd S
of NW
of Secto Albuquerque to discharge passention 25, Township 19 N., Range 10 E.,
gers from Santa Fe.
N. M., P. M., has filed notice of in- No. 721 leaves
Lamy at 10:10 a. m.,
tention to make final five-yea- r
proof,
and will not wait for No. 2 from the
to establish claim to the land above
west at Lamy, waiting only for No.
described, before the register and re10 from the south, and No. 3 from
ceiver of the United States land ofthe east.
fice at Santa Fe, N. M., on the 11th
day of March, 1909.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Claimant tames as witnesses: RaNot Coal Land Forest Reserve.
fael Montoya, Anacleto Contreras,
Serial No. 03537.
Martin Conzales and Vincente Jimof the Interior,
Department
enez, all of Santa Fe, N. M.
U. S. Land Office,
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Santa Fe, N. M., Dec. 12, 1908.
15
Register.
Notice is hereby given that Casi-mir- o
Ortiz, of Rowe, N. M., who, on
9, 1903, made Homestead Entry
April
Legal blanks both
and
English
Spanish for sale by the New Mex- No. 7483, for Serial No. 03537, SE
Section 13, Township 16 N, Range 13
ican Printing company.
E, New Mexico P. M., has filed notice
of intention to make final
proof,
to establish claim to the land above
described, before the register and receiver of the U. S. Land Office at
Santa Fe, N. M., on March 11, 1909.
NOTICE

1-- 4

1--

1-- 4

1--

10,-301-- 4

2

1-- 4

2

1-- 4

Claimant

names

as

witnesses:

Jesus Gutierrez,
Quintana,
Andres Bowers and Justo Ruiz, all of
Rowe, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Manuel

Register.
The Normandie Hotel, Santa

Fe'

popular $1.50 a day hotel, is now un
der the management of Hush F. Du
Val. Extensive improvements are be

ins made, the cuisine materially improved and the new landlord propose,
to make the Normandie the best mod
erate priced hotel in the territory
Give this hotel a try.
If you want a&ytntng on earth
a New Mexican want "ad."

try

NEW MEXICO COLLEGE
OF

AGRICULTURE AND A1ECHANIC ARTS
MESILLA PARK, N. MEX.

A;

school whose aim is to prepare young men and women
practical life under modern conditions. Complete

Civil and

courses are offered in Agriculture, in Mechanical
Electrical Engineering and it Household Eco-

AUTHORSHIP IS
ESTABLISHED
Professor J. E. Wood,
of the city schools, informs the
V,.. r....., na in
' tha nnlVinvcM.i
the song "New Mexico, wnicn ai
peared in these columns Thursday.
He says that Mrs. George Dixon, principal of the First ward school composed three stanzas which were sung
at the teachers' normal last summer
and that Mrs. A. J. Smith, who assisted Professor Wood with the normal, wrote three more stanzas which
were added. The poem, as printed
Thursday contained but five stanzas,
one of those composed by Mrs. Dixon having been omitted.
The song has been sung almost
daily in the First ward school since
the opening of school last faM and
Superintendent Wood is to have it
used by the High school as well. It
will also be sung at the Lincoln day
exercises on February 12.

sight.
Judge Taft has accepted and will, re
turn to Cincinnati February 18, when
the grand master will convene a distinguished company of Masons in the
Scottish Rite cathedral and exercise
the high prerogative which belongs
only to a grand master of Masons.
This honor is so rarely conferred
that there is but a single Instance of
It on record in the one hundred years'
history of Masonry in Ohio, when in
1892, the Hon. Asa Bushnell of Springfield was made a Mason at sight.
Some months ago In fact, before
Judge Taft's nomination for the presibedency, he expressed a desire to
come a Mason to Past Grand Master
William B. Melish and Grand Secretary Jacob H. Bromwell, who, with
Past Grand Master Levi C. Coodale,
united In a petition to Grand Master
Hoskinson to honor Judge Taft by
making him a Mason on sight.
The petition set forth the high
character of Judge Taft, his distinguished services to the nation and the
fact that his years of enforced absence from his home in the performance of public duties had prevented
rehim from complying with the usual
for
quirements of the Grand Lodge
the initiation and advancement, ui
candidates. ;
has grant- Grand Master Hoskinson
.
.,,.tnfor1
vv
ed the request ana mis
Bromand
Messrs. Melish, Goodale
of
arrangements
well as a committee
to carry out his wishes in a manner
befitting the dignity of the occasion.
In addition to prominent onto Masons, invitations will be sent to the
states
grand masters of all the other
"in
the Union.

Garrison,

Agricultural College, N. Mex.

ius

CO.

bin

120 San Francisco St.
Call up 132 Black for Carriages.

1

e

GREAT SLAUGHTER
FROM
NOW

EVERYTHING
IN THE LINE OF WINTER GOODS

SUCH AS

CLOSE

Ladie's Cloaks, and
Skirts, Men's Youths
and Boys Suits etc.

OUT

WILL BE SOLI) BELOW COST

UNTIL

PLEASE
CALL
AND

CONVINCE
YOURSELF

ADOLF SEUGMAN DRY GOODS CO.

Art

?s

Expenses are low and there are many opportunities
for self support.
For Catalogue and further information, address the President.

CORRICK CARRIAGE

Significant Effort to Encourage
Work of the Indians.

If the experiments of Francis E.
L
commissioner of Indian affairs,
are successful, there will develop in
this country a style of art original,
peculiar, and as distinctive as the art
of Japan or India the art of the
American Indian.
The fame of the
Navajo weavers Is now world-wide- ,
and their rugs and blankets command
high prices. All Indians, especially
those of the Southwest, are possessed
of a strong artistic sense, and their
art is not only peculiar to themselves,
but callable of being developed into
something that will take its place
This promise
among the "schools."
is seen in the pottery, the basketwork,
and the blankets of the Indian of the
Southwest, or even the beadwork of
the Sioux. But this Indian art is in
a crude, or rather primitive state, as
was once the art of Greece and of
other nation which has develevery
"You ask what land I love the best?
a
style or a "school." It was in
oped
New Mexico, New Mexico.
of passing away entirely, bedanger
The fairest land of all the West,
ideas of the education
former
cause
New Mexico, New Mexico.
Indian consisted in impressing
of
the
See yonder Rio Grande's stream,
him in every matter the ideas of
Whose ro'ling waters brightly gleam; upon
man instead of developing
white
the
Oh! fair it is as poet's dream,
Indian himself had in him
what
the
New Mexico, New Mexico.
worthy of development,
Rut in art matters, at least. Com"Alfalfa hills and Kaffir corn,
now
endeavoring
missioner Leupp is
New Mexico, New Mexico.
all this. What he Is doing
to
change
Where plenty fills her golden horn,
now is
among the Indians in this field
New Mexico, New Mexico.
to educate to draw out what
See how her lofty mountains rise
the
ta in tiiPir minds, not to force
'Gainst yonder sunset's varied dyes, ..'hi
... a Yll'in . aO tlPKll: II full t lam ' "hfl
llin.
ViH
j
III...
They rival all Italian skies,
is not, to give tnem our c.u,:i-.- '
idea
New Mexico, New Mexico.
tional designs to work on, but to get
from them what is in their conception
We read the story of thy past,
and to have them develop it along
New Mexico, New Mexico.
own litres. New York Press.
their
What wondrous deeds, what fame
thou hast,
New Mexico, New Mexico.
NUNS PROVE
So long as time's great cycle runs,
GOOD FIRE-FIGHTER- S
Or nations weep their fallen ones,
Thon'lt not forget thy patriot sons,
Denver, Colo., Feb. 5 Nuns of the
New Mexico, New Mexico.
order of the Good Shepherd late in
Mrs. George Dixon.
the afternoon formed a bucket briga Bmall fire in the
"Thy plains with flocks and herds are ade, extinguished institution at West
their
of
basement
rilled,
Cedar and Cherokee street, and by
New Mexico, New Mexico.
their cool example prevented a panic
Thy valleys fertile as ever tilled,
among the large number of girls andNew Mexico, New Mexico.
uu0 women who live in the buiiuGreat orchards stretch o'erflowing
mg.
hands.
Although Chief Terrance Owens and
With fruit as fair as any land's,
three fire companies responded to an
The Father's loving gift to man.
alarm sent into headquarters by teleNew Mexico, New Mexico.
found that
phone, the firefighters
needed.
not
were
services
"Thy matchless clime Is Nature's best their
The fire started in the laundry in
New Mexico, New Mexico.
the basement of the large building.
Thy fragrant air with healing blest,
For a few moments the smoke was
New Mexico, New Mexico.
dense and the sister superior called
We search for beauty earth around,
Thy scenes more fair than all are the fire department.
But the nuns did not wait. Watei
found;
buckets were quickly filed and empThen thy loudest praises sound,
extied upon the flames. The fire was
New Mexico, New Mexico.
minutes.
tinguished within a few
While many were occupid in fight"Thy lavish hand doth naught with
nuns visited vari-ou- r
hold,
ing the fire, other
of
the building and reasNew Mexico, New Mexico;
quarters
younger girls who
the
of
some
Thy mines have treasures vast untold, sured
New Mexico, New Mexico.
were verging upon a panic.
Thy sons most loyally combine
To claim thy place with states in line; BIDS WANTED FOR
CARRYING MAIL
Oh happy land, Oh land of mine!
New Mexico, New Mexico.
ealed
Mrs. A. J. Smith.
Washington, fTc., Feb.
e
received at the
be
will
proposals
of the second assistant l'0tm;1;
MASONS WILL CON
nQvi in Washington, D. C,
o'i
fnr riirrvinK United
FER UNUSUAL HONOR
cwoa riils from June 2 to June m,
Las Vegas to
President-Elec- t
Taft to Be Made a 1910, on the route from
lfa
K1 Porvenif.
The distance i
Mason at Sight.
a
times
three
Cincinnati, Feb. 5. The grand mas- teen miles and back,
bat-and
Thursdays
ter of Ohio Masons. Charles S. Hos- - week, Tuesdays,
A $1,200 bona is ltyuucu
kinson of Zanesville. has tendered to urdays,
coiuracioi
William Howard Taft. the rare and with the bid. The present
Baca.
C.
de
Arcenio
is
high honor of being made a Mason at

course.

W. E.

A TRIBUTE TO LEUPP.

I

P

nomics. Also short courses in Practical Mechanics and Agriculture, courses in Stenography, and a four year preparatory

Haek

PACE THRE2

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.

1909.v

Ask Yourself the Question.
Pain
Why not use Chamberlain's
rheumatism?
have
Balm when you
We feel sure that the result will he
nromnt and satisfactory. One appli
cation relieves the pain, and jnany
have been permanently cured by Its
use. 25 and 50 cent sizes. For sale
I by all druggists. .

j

New Mexico Military Institute

T

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
"The West Point of the Southwest."
Army Officers Detailed by War Department,
Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS

"A."

g

B

rapt! u

y :"

:

..--

4

,

''

Through Academic course, preparing young
men for college or for business life. Great
amount of open air work. Healthlets location
of any Military School In the Union. Located
Peco Valley the garden
it the beautiful
of
West
the
at an elevation of 3,700
spot
feet above sea level, sunshine every day, but
little rain or snow during season.
Eleven Officers and Instructors, all graduates from stardard eastsrn colleges. Ten
buildings, throughly furnished, heated, lighted
and modern In all respects.
REGENTS E. A. Gaboon, President; W
G, Hamilton, Vice President; J. Phelps Whltfi,
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, aud W
A Fllyan
For particulars aud Illustrated catalogue
address
COL. JAS. W. WILL30N,

Superintendent,

mm

QJQ CALIEfITE 1(DT SPRINGS.
est alkalln Hot 8prlngs In the worlt.
The efficiency of these watere haa
been thoroughly tested by the mlrac
ulous cures attested to in the following diseases:. Paralycls, Rheumatism
Neuralgia, Malaria, Bright's Dlseaso
of the Kidneys, Syphilitic and Mercur-la- l
Affections, Scrofula, Catarrh, La
sto.
Grippe, all Female Complaints,
and
$2.50
per
bathing
Loard, lodging
day; $15 per week; $50 per month.
Stage meets Denver trains and wal'.s
for SanU Fe frain upen request. This
resort is attractive at all seasons and
is open all winter. Passengers for Oje
Caliente can leave Santa Fe at 9 . m.
and reach OJo Caliente at 4 p. m., thr
same day. For further particulars ar

These celebrated Hot Springs are located in the midst o the Ancient Cliff
mllec west of
Dwellings, twenty-fiv- e
of Santa
north
miles
and
fifty
jM$t
pe an- - about twelve miles from
nc0 gtatlon, on the Denver ana" Rio
Grand. Dairoac. from which point a
dally line of stage rune to the springs.
The temperature of these waters. !s
from SO to 122 degrees. The oaes are
carbonic. Altitude 6,000 feet. Climate
very dry and delightful the entire year
round. Ther Is now a commodious hotel for the convenience of invalids and
tourists. People suffering from Consumption, cancer, and other contagious diseases, are not accepted. These
waters contain 1,626.24 grains of alkaline salts to the gallon, being the rich
Bar-reall-

dress:

ANTONIO JOSEPH,
oiora'1en1.

General Express Forwarders
TO

Parts of the World.

All

Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fargo
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable Throughout the United States. Canada. Mexico
and all Foreign Countries.
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.

Buying Chamber
Save Money
lain's Cough Remeay.
a hot-ti-e
You will pay just as much for
Remedy
of Chamberlain's Cough
medias for any of the other cough
in
buying
money
save
cines, hut you
it The savins la In what you get,
not what you pay. The
i
hnttlfi of thlS
you quaniy is m cvw
results
remedy, and you get good colds ofNeglected
it.
take
when you
ana
ten develop serious conditions,
medicine
you
a
cough
when you buy
one
are
getting
sure
be
you
to
want,
Chamber-Iain'- s
cold.
that will cure your
cures.
Cough Remedy always
For
bottle.
a
Price 25 and 50 cents

J. D. BARNES. Aaent
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

ALBUQUERQUE
Has been established eighteen years. It has seven
buildings, including two dormitories one for men and
one for women.
It has a faculty of sixteen instructors, especially educated and trained for their respective departments. Its students are yearly increasing
in

numbers.
College of Letters and

:

by

Sciences, Engineering,
Education, Preparatory
Commercial.

ROOM AND BOARD AT THE

TJIsTI? E RSITY

at reasonable ratesi
Address President W. G. TIGHT,
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

all druggists.

ORGANIZE

ANTI-HORS-

E

THIEF ASSOCIATION

depredaThe
Cerro, N. M , Feb.,
or
tions of stock thieves in thin part
so
frequent
become
the territory have
priest,
that the citizens, headed by ahave
orRev. Father Pablo Martinez,
associaanti-hors- e
thief
ganized an
tion and have joined in a determined
of the
campaign to rid the country
tne
rustlers whose thefts have cost
and
dollars
of
ranchmen thousands
this
have created a reign of terror in
5.--

district.

VESCHOOLS

e-

,,.r

sale

jft

Wells Fargo & Company
Express

By

sure-to-cur-

Proorietor.
N.

Taon County.

iegelberg- -

Fit
627

inoian

--

an Franc! tee

Strtat,

n

m Mm lim

6 linos

Blankets, Basket, Wax, Feather andLlnen Drawn Work,
Opals, Turquoise, Garnets and Other Gems .
OUR MOTTO: T Have th Bast of Everything In Our Lino.

.

Herewith are some bargains offered
comby the New Mexican Printing
v Code ot Civil Procedure of the
pany:
Territory of New Mexico, 1S97, sheep
Missouri
bound, $1; paper bound, 75c.
oae
Missouri
$5;
forms,
Pleading
for
$10.
two
Pleadings, $G; the

DUDROW & M0NTENE
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
AND

Adapted to New Mexico Code, Laws oi
New Mexico, 1899, 1901 and 1903,

English and Spanish pamphlets, 25c;
full leather $3. Sheriff's Flexible
Cover Pocket Docket, single,' $1.25;
two or more books. $1 each. New
Mexico uSpreme Court Reports, Nos,
3 and 10 Inclusive $3.30 each. Compil
ation Corporation Laws, 75c. Compll
atlon Mining Laws, 50c. Money's
Digest of New Mexico Reports, full
sheep, $6.50; full list school blanks,

EMBALMERS

Black and White Hearses
ALL KINDS OF PICTURE IFRAWING
106 Palace

Avenue.

Elks' Hall.

Telephone
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Nlflht-I-

W

House,
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THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL SCHOOL.
After the lucid presentation of the
cause of the School of American
Archaeology to the members of the
legislature in joint session yesterday
afternoon by Associate Justice John

THE NEW MEXICAN PRINT ING COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
FRANK P. STURGES,
PAUL A. F. WALTER,
Editor and President.
JOHN K. STAUFFER, Secretary-Treasurer- .
t,
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ATTORNEYS A F LAW.

R.

PAUL A. F. WALTER,
McFie, Judge A. J. Abbott
and
Attorney-at-Law- .
L. Hewett, there can
Fe
Santa
New Mexico
six
mail
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
$3.75 be no reasonable objection
Daily,
montns, by
any longer
f .20
Dally, per week, by carrier
2.00 to the territory accepting the offer of
Weekly, per year
EDWARD C. WADE,
Dally, per month, by carrier..... .75
1.00 the American Institute of Archaeology.
six
months
65 Weekly,
Attorney-at-Law- .
Jaily, per month, by mail
75 These points should be
7. CO Weekly, per quarter
Practices In the Supreme and DisDally, per year, by mall
emphasized
in
this connection:
That the trict Courts of the Territory, in the
Probate Courts and before the U. S.
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
must
take
care
of
territory
Surveyor General and U. S. Land
Old
Palace anyway;
that Offices.
The New Mexican is tho oldest newspaper in New Mexico. It is eent to the
New Mexico
very postofflce in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation the location of the school in it Las Cruces
will not change its architectural outmong the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.
E. C. ABBOTT,
lines or mar its character as the most
Attorney-at-Law- .
notable historic monument
in the
A)NioNNjjKjiABar
Practice in the District and SuUnited States; that the school will preme Courts.
Prompt and careful
help in the development of one of the attention given to all business.
LEGISLATIVE WORK IN OTHER ism.
New Mexico
Fortunately, both President greatest resources of the common- Santa Fe
and President-elec- t
Roosevelt
Taft wealth and give it fame the world
COMMONWEALTHS.
over; and that not a single dollar is
RENEHAN & DAVIES.
There are many ties that join New will not permit this nation to be em- asked for the establishment
or main
broiled in war through the inconsidB. Renehan,
A.
E. P. Davies,
Historically,
Mexico with Missouri.
erate action of California or Nevada tenance of the school itself, but that
Attorneys-at-Law- .
on the other hand the school will be
Missouri h;is played an important legislators.
Practice in the Supreme and Dis
instrumental in developing and pel
part in the conquest and formation of
Courts. Mining and Land Law a
trict
government for the Territory. There
fecting for New Mexico a state mu specialty. Office in Catron Block.
TUCUM-CARAND
COUNTY
QUAY
to
newcomers
was a time when the
seum that will make the common
New Mexico
Santa Fe
this commonwealth were mainly
wealth world famous among scientific
imTiicum-cari
The marvelous growth of
men as well as among the traveling
and Missouri has put its
CHARLES F. EASLEY,
and of the county of Quay is public. Of course, there are many
press upon New Mexico's laws and
(Late
Surveyor General)
court procedure. Of more than or
other
to
the plan and
points favorable
graphically portrayed in a
Attorney-at-Law- .
dinary interest therefore is the char- special edition of the Tucumcari to the proposition and New Mexico
Land and Mining business a spe
acter of the work of the legislature of
is fortunate indeed in being given the
Missouri which is in session at the News. The very fact that eastern opportunity to secure this great insti cialty.
New Mexico
Santa Fe
present time, and which is unique in New Mexico has a newspaper that tution.
that for the first time in many years, can issue so beautiful and complete a
HOLT & SUTHERLAND,
the state has a Republican governor souvenir and industrial number is conThere is no valid reason why the
Attorneys-at-Law- .
Governor
lieutenant
governor,
and
women
of
New
Mexico
should
not
be
that
its
are
of
vincing
Practice in the District Courts as
people
progressive
Herbert S. Hadley having a host
the privilege of voting at well as before the Supreme Court of
- and
granted
bein
this
was
Territory,
enterprising. It
only five school
personal friends
elections, or be empowered the Territory.
ins especially well known in Santa years ago that the writer visited Tuto
serve
as school directors or as Las Cruces
New Mexico
followin
The
cumcari, which at that time was three
Fe and at Roswell.
comment upon the situation by the years old, but already gave promise county schol superintendents, espec
in part, of becoming an important town, but ially in view of the fact that New
MARK B. THOMPSON,
Saint Louis
Mexico employs more women than
elsewhere,
,
to
nevertheless gave no inkling that
Attorney-at-Law- .
also applies
legislatures
the end of the decade it would be men teachers and its schools are at
at least, as far as the general advice
District Attorney Eighth District,-Donto consider all legis'ation carefully, a city of 5,000 people and the county tended by girls as well as boys. It is
Ana, Lincoln and Otero counties.
seat of a county of 30,000 inhabitants. true, there will be additional work for Las Cruces
New Mexico
is concerned:
boards, and the election
"At last the Missouri legislature is Five years ago, Quay county was not registration will
be made more cumbermachinery
HARVIE DUVAL,
ready to proceed with the business of considered a farming country at all, some, but these are but minor con
Attorney-at-Law- .
making and amending the laws of although the first few farmers were siderations and not
the state. Nearly a month has been scratching the ground and were rais- the bill introduced arguments against
Land, Mining and Corporation Law,
Replost in a partisan election contest, but ing indifferent crops without irriga- resentative Mullensyesterday by the exclusively. Practices in all the Disgranting
trict Courts and Supreme Court. Spethe time will not be entirely wasted tion in the immediate vicinity of Tu- I above
privileges to the women of the cial
attention to perfecting titles and
if the weak places disclosed in the cumcari, which itself was a town of
The two arguments that
and financing land and minelection laws are now corrected. There scarcely one thousand people living territory.
organizing
are unanswerable are that the women
Office: Laughlin Block.
is much to be done during the session, in straggling shacks. Since then, Tu- of New Mexico
are as good and as in ing properies.
New Mexico
which is confined to 120 days, Includ cumcari has grown to be the most imFe
Santa
town east of the Santa Fe telligent as those of Colorado, of Kanthat
statutes
portant
the
of
revision
the
ing
sas or of any other state that grants
takes place every tenth year. Vari- Railway system and north of Roswell female
H. M. DOUGHERTY,
suffrage in school elections,
ous questions of importance will be and has outstripped In size, if not in
Attorney-at-Law- .
and the other argument is that wo
nearest
its
that
Is
beauty,
clear
rival,
and
it
Alamogordo.
forward
brought
Practices in the Supreme and Dismen take a more direct and a more
the legislative labors must be carried The Tucumcari News In the edition
Courts of the Territory. Office:
trict
interest in the schools than
forward with vigor if the results are spoken of and just issued this week, intelligent
New Mexico
Socorro
to
do
men
the
a
as
the
rule, and that
in fine pictures and well written words
to be satisfactory. In his able
mother the school interests of the
address Governor Had'ey re tells of the progress and the modem children are nearer and
L. O. FULLEN,
dearer than
ento
improvements of the city; of its
ferred to the need of laws relating
Attorney-at-Law- .
to
should
father.
the
therefore,
honest elections, more state revenue, terprising Inhabitants and of its am- not the womenWhy,
District Attorney Ninth District,
have a voice in the
home rule, primary law amendment, bitions. It is a tale worth the telling
over First National Bank.
Office
schools?
management of the public
New Mexico
regulation of corporations, the licens-in- and worth the reading. The edition is It can not possibly, hurt the school Roswell
of saloons and of clubs where li beautifully printed on , book paper
common
half-ton- e
cuts to nor the women, nor. the
quor Is served, the abolition of rail which brings out the
WILLIAM McKEAN,
and the only real objection is
covers
of
it
and
estab'ishment
many
pages wealth
and
the
perfection
road passes
Attorney-at-Law- .
are
Mexico
New
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of
the
that
the merit system in the police depart in order to set forth the story ade not
and Land Law.
and
school
for
Mining
the
suffrage
asking
ments of the large cities. Other Is quately.
New Mexico
Taos
if
will
exercise
but
it
indifferently
The
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granted them.
PUBLIC BUILDINGS IN NEW
Legislature will see that it must study
C. W. G. WARD,
time.
of
MEXICO.
the economy
District Attorney.
Territorial
Pennsylvania each year distributes For San
"It is alone in the regular session,
Two bills of especial interest to
and Mora counties.
Miguel
In
of
dollars
state's
million
the
limited to three or four months once Santa Fe were introduced in the leg- six
New Mexico
Las
Vegas
in two years, that the legislature has islature the past two days, although come among the public schools of the
Therefore, the ex
full liberty of action throughout the they are also measures in which the commonwealth.
M. C. MECHEM,
of half a million dollars
Ex- entire
penditure
whole range of state questions.
One
is
concerned.
proAttorney-at-Law- .
territory
tra sessions may be called by the gov- vides for an appropriation of $33,200 among the schools of New Mexico, as Tucumcari
New Mexico
ernor, but only such matters as he to complete the executive mansion provided by the bills simultaneously in
In the
NORTHCUTT & ROBERTS,
specifies can then be considered. The and Capitol Extension, and the other troduced yesterday afternoon
not
an ex
is
House
and
the
Council,
to
clear
to
Naitself
owes
it
of
the
C. J. Roberts,
for
the
$5,479
Jesse G. Northcutt,
completion
legislature
Attorneys-at-Law- .
up the business of the state as. far as tional Guard Armory in this city. Both traordinary measure, although it pro
as the Key
Offices: Raton, N. M., and Trlni'
possible at the regular session. A new give evidence of the remarkable econ- vides as much per capita
feature has entered into the legisla- omy with which the three public stone state does for its common school dad, Colorado.
tive situation. At the election last bui'dings mentioned are being erect- system annually. Outside of the cit
G. W. PRICHARD,
fall, by popular vote, the initiative ed and emphasize the fact that New ies, New Mexico's public schools for
and referendum were added to the Mexico has been putting up public obvious reasons, those of poverty and
Attorney and Counsellor-at-Lastate constitution. Laws may now be structure after public structure with- sparse settlement, have not kept pace
Practices In all the District Courts
proposed by petition and submitted to out the least suspicion of "graft." In with those of Kansas or even of Colo and gives special attention to cases
voters at the state election occurring most of the states, the building of a rado, but the legislature is being before the Territorial Supreme Court.
every second year. Laws passed by public edifice is considered a signal aroused to the need of providim Office: Laughlin Blk. Santa Fe, N. M.
means to bring those schools up to
the legislature may be similarly re- that there will be spoils and rake-off- s
and
amended
or
the greatest point of usefulness to the
scan
most
some
by
petitions
and
of the
pealed
GEORGE B. BARBER,
deplorable
popular vote. Legislatures In Mis- dals in late years have been due to rural population of New Mexico. The
Attorney and Counsellor-at-Law- .
souri are now subject, In their ac- the exposure of iniquities in connec- bond Issue provided by the measure
Practices in the District Court and
tion, to revision at the pol's and tion with the building of Capitols or will be no burden to the taxpayers Supreme Courts of the Territory.
this other public buildings. In New Mex- for the interest will be paid from the
should take Into the account
attention given to all business.
even Prompt
law
the
in
change
highly important
New Mexico
ico, however, a much higher standard proceeds of the public lands, and
Lincoln County
of public service seems to be main- the principal, may be covered by the
making functions.
which will come to the
"By a wisely matured course the tained. The boards in charge of the land donation
:
CATRON & GORTNER,
statehood.
with
is
of
that
the
construction
little
will
leave
territory
buildings
many
legislature
and Counsellors-at-Law- .
Attorneys
material to the referendum. This have and are serving gratuitously, are
Catron Block.
Office:
new method is a reason for avoiding giving time and energy free of charge
4, 1909, will henceforth be Santa Fe
February
New Mexico
the abuses of power that have some- to the public, and at the same time considered a historic date in New
of
times crept into legislative proceed- look so closely after the Interests
On that
Mexico legislative history.
H. R. PUTNAM,
ings, ichiefly through the machina- the tax payer that the territory's pub- day, it will be said, the governor of
Commissioner and
S.
U.
inCourt
lic buildings have cost less than as If the commonwealth
tions of lobbyists and the selfish
appeared before
A
Conveyancer.
a
for
had
been
law
and
erected
terests they represent.
by
passed they
the House of Represenatives and
LOANS AND REAL ESTATE!.
by the legislature is no longer con- private business man. It is also a urged it to action that had important
asking Information
at
Correspondents
moment
of
matter
that here
clusive until repealed by the legislapublic
bearing upon the question of state- concerning the Territory of New Mex
ture or pronounced unconstitutional Santa Fe, at least, and generally hood
for the territory. So eager are
by the courts. The peop'e can repeal speaking, also In other towns,, the thft Deonle for this boon, that the ico promptly answered.
New Mexico
or modify it at the polls. But if the taste displayed In public architecture, House at once resolved Itself into a Texlco
legislature does its work well its ac- is not only distinctive but also artis- committee of the whole to consider
tion is likely to stand, for the people tic and from the standpoint of the wavs and means to act upon the red- W. A. FLEMING JONES,
are too sensible and conservative to architect and the artist, no finer build- ommendations of the chief executive
Bonds and Investments.
rush Into signing petitions to oblige ing can be found anywhere, for in- and with
for the Third
TJ. S. Commissioner
one dissenting vote
only
chronic agitators or fanatics. Gover- stance, than the executive mansion
$3,500 to pay the expenses Judicial District of New Mexico.
nor Hadley has been an intimate part now nearing completion.
New Mexico
of a delegation of seven prominent cit Las Crucea
for four
of the State Government
bank
references.
local
National
and
Eastern
to
the
to
Capital,
izens
go
Hon. Thomas B. Catron yesterday
vears. So has Lieutenant Governor
wishes and hopes of
to
the
there
lay
Gmelich.
The state is fortunate in introduced a bill which after its pass- the Deonle of this great common
CONY T. BROWN,
these
experienced and capable age, and there appears to be no op- wealth before the Congress of the
having
Mining Engineer.
afexecutive
of
to
its
men at the head
it, will enable Santa Fe United States. The
position
legislative CounSecretary and Treasurer of New
fairs. If the legislature will prove its and Albuquerque to expand their city cil concurred in this action with only
Mexico School of Mines.
ability and promptness in business limits in time for the census of 1910. two dissenting votes, thus giving proof Socorro
New Mexico
Its merits will be warmly acknowledg- It Is not a local measure for it apof New Mexico in exof
the
sincerity
ed. Public appreciation will surely plies to all communities similarly enits heart's desire, that for loOSTEOPATHY
be gained In full measure according dowed with a federal land grant of pressing
and participation
cal
A. WHEELON
to the value of the services perform- four Spanish leagues. Nor is it arbiCHARLES
DR.
in the affairs of the nation.
ed.
trary, forcing the people against
Successfully treats acute and chronic
their will to come in or to be taken
diseases without drugs or medicines.
The question
Governor Haskell, of Oklahoma, Is No charge for consultation.
Office:
The moderation and good sense of into the municipality.
the Japanese officials and legislators 13 to be decided by a vote not only of in a had plight, but the country No. 103 Palace avenue. Hours: 9 to
in the face of the puerile fanaticism the municipality concerned but also would have more sympathy for him if 12 a. m., and 2 to 5 p. m. 'Phone 15C.
against the Japanese In Nevada and of the people in the outlying suburbs he had not been a blatant demagogue
J0HN K. STAUFFER,
California, Is but another instance to to be annexed. It Is therefore a fair denouncing others for failings much
One who advises
i Notary Public.
prove the superiority of the little yel- measure and also a timely one, which Ipss than his own. onH
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ing Company.
flaw
New Mexico
itself.
without
Santa Fe
be jiving vent to outbursts of Jingo Santa Fe,

Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postoffica.

The New Mexican Printing company ha prepared civil and criminal
dockets especially for the use of justices of the
They are especially ruled, with- printed headings, in
either Spanish or English, made of
good record paper, strongly and durably bound, with leather ack and
covers and canvas Bides, hail full
Index in front and the lees of justices
of the peace and constables printed
in full on the first page. The pages
inches. These books are
are 10
made up in civil and criminal dockets,
separate of 32 pages each, or .with ,
both civil and criminal bound in
80 pages civil and 320 pages
criminal. To Introduce them they are
offered at the following prices
$2.75
Civil or Criminal
Combined Civil and Criminal . . 4.00
For 45 cents additional for a single
docket, or 55 cents additional for a
combination docket, they will be sent
by mail or prepaid express. Ca3h in
order. State
full must accompany
plainly whether English or Spanish
printed heading is wanted.

Many Sleepless Nights, Owing to a
Persistent Cough. Relief Found
at Last.
"For several winters past my wife
has been troubled with a most persistent and disagreeable cough, which invariably extended over a period of
several weeks and caused her many
slepless nights, writes Will J. Hay-ne-r,
editor of the Burley, Colo., Bulletin. "Various remedies were tried
each year, with no beneficial results.
In November last the cough again put
in an appearance and my wife, actjng
on the - suggestion of a friend, purchased a bottle of Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy. The resul was Indeed
marvelous.
After . three doses the
cough entirely disappeared and has
not manifested itself since."
This
remedy is for sale by all druggists.

Professional Cards

Professor Edgar

i

.

-

one-book-

The New Mexican Printrhg company
is prepared to furnish cards de vita
or ladies and for gentlemen on short
totloe in first class style at reasonable
trices, either engraved or printed.
Call at the New Mexican Printingcom
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The oldest hanking Institution In New Mexico, Established
RUFUS J. PALEN, President.
.. . JOHN H. VAUGHN, Cashier.
,

LEVI A. HUGHES, Vice

President

ALFRED

H. BRODHEAD,

Assistant CashUr

...

Capital Stock, $150,008.

j

undivided Profits, 163,601.

Surplus and

Transacts a general banking business in all It branches.
Loans
and col- money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of personal

Globe-Democra- t,

he-fo-

lateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
Its

stocks

markets for

In all

customer.. Buys and sella domestic and foreign

exchange

4
4
t

4
4.

and

makes telegraphic transfer of money to all parts of the civilized
world on as liberal terms as are given by any money transmitting
, agency, public or rlvate. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rat
of three per cent per annum, on six months' or year's time. Liberal
advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank
jxecutes alt orders ov Its patrons In he banking line, and alma to
xtend to thrrn as

llbml treatment

In all

respects, as

consistent

Is

with safety and the principles of sound banklnj. Safety deposit boxes
for rent. The patronage of the public I respectfu'ly solicited.
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One of the Best Hotels in the
Cuisine and Tab!e Service Unexcelled
Large Sample Rooms for Commercial Travelers

Santa Fe, Nw Mexico.

Washington Avenue
AMERICA

EUROPEAN PLAN:
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HOTEL
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J. E. LACOME
Proprietor
Postal Telegraph Office

Ccmmodious Sample
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Long instance leiepnone station.

Steam Heated: Electric
Lighted, Every Room

a Good One,

FIRST CLASS CAFE
IN CONNECTION

FttE&S THE BUXTON WE DO THE REST.

Runs on the European Plan!

IHE

CORONADO

HOTEL

jGJLupeHerrera. Prop,

f

FIRST CLASS RESTAURANT IN CONNECTION
Short Order & Spanish
Dishes Speciality

T

Electric Light, Hot and
Cold Baths.

Santa Fe, New Mexico.

RATES 50c. Up.
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KODAKS & PHOTO

SUPPLIES

A

ART PICTURES
AND FRAMING

We Make a
DEVELOPINGPRINTiNG
AND ENLARGING.
Specialty of
Mail orders given prompt Attention.
Send for Catalogue.

f

HOWLAND A DEWEY COMPANY,
, 510 8. Broadway, Las Angeles, Calif
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Severino Martlne., of Black Lake,
Colfax county, is a guest at the Claire
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SANTA FE, N. M.
to all
Prompt and careful attention
business entrusted to us.
We pay 4 per cent on time Certificates
and Saving Accounts.
YCUR BUSINESS SOLICITED.
DIRECTORS
N.B.

C. K. BOWLDS

A.

H. S. REEO

R. H. HANNA.
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TUKKEYS. GEESE
HENS DUCKS, &
SPRING CHICKENS
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SANTA FE MEAT
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Exceptional Values n
ROCKING CHAIRS, SIDE BOARDS
DRESSERS AND CHIFONIERS.

Iron Beds, Linoleum Lace Curtains

CHARLES WAGNER FURNITURE CO.
HOUSE FURNISH AND UNDERTAKERS
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THE WEST FOR THE WEST,
AssWasce

The Colorado Jlatiosal Life

Caapany

Denver Colorado.

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co,
of the Southwest
BERGERE, Manager for New Mexico
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MISS A, M UCLER.
Southeast corner Plaza.

7.000.
'
Market is
on an official trip.
t,'
,
Bulk. So.SOfffi.ln:
M. C. de Baca, former
superintend l i'avy, ?G.30G.50; packers and butchent of public instruction, came over ers,
$6.00f?MO; light,
:..C0G.25;
from Las Vegas yesterday.
pl.fs, $ 4.50 finM.
William S. Fitch of Pueblo, Colo.,
2,000,
Sheep Receipts,
Market
U. S. pension examiner, is in Santa
steady. Muttons, $4.255.25; lambs,
Fe on official business.
Speaker Miera, of the House of rep- C$.007.25; range wethers, $4.00
resentatives left for Albuquerque last C.25; fed ewes, $3.0005.00.
Chicago, Feb. 5. Cattle Receipts,
night but will return Sundav.
Mr. and Mrs. W. Wiesel of Mayer, Jouu- - AiarKet steady. Beeves, $4.10
Texan steers
6.40;
Ariz., stormed at the fllnlm Inst nitrht
$4.20(55.00;
westprn steers, $3.90W5.50; stockera
and today proceeded to Colorado.
cows and
B. F. Pankey, manager of the Eaton and feeders, $4.2003.00;
Grant, near Lamy, is in the city today heifers. $1.805.50; calves, $3.50(0)
on business, registering at the Claire. I. in.
Market
5,000.
Sheep Receipts,
M. F. Dearstyne of Denver, travelweak.
Western,
$3.255.G0;
year
for
a
Denver wholesale paper
ing
western lambs
house, is calling on local customers lings, $3.907.00;
$5.5007.05.
today.
reD.
W.
John
Veeder
Attorney
turned last evening from Chama, and If you want
anything on earth try
left this forenoon for his home at Las
New Mexican want "ad."
Vegas.
L. M. Mclntyre of Stanley was in,
Deafness Cannot Be Cured
';.thA c.Hv torlav PnvontP.
to Romeo. I
cal applications, as they cannot
Colo., where he will purchase a car- - by
reach
the diseased portion of the ear.
load of horses.
J. M. C. Chaves, jr., a prosperous There is only one way to cure deafyoung business man of Abiquiu, Rio ness, and that is by constitutional
Arriba county, arrived last evening remedies. Deafness is caused by an
inflamed condition of the mucou3 linand registered at the Claire.
of the Eustachian Tube. When this
Judge A. J. Abbott and W. H. Perry ing
of Trinidad were passengers north on tube is Inflamed you have a rumbling
the Rio Grande this morning, going sound or Imperfect hearing, and when
to Taos. They will return Monday it is entirely closed deafness is the
result, and unless the inflammation
evening.
can
be taken out and this tube reWilliam Mcintosh, the well known
stored to its normal condition, hearstock raiser of Mcintosh, in the
will be destroyed
forever; nine
valley, was among the arrivals ing
in the city yesterday. He registered cases out of ten are caused by Catarrh, which is nothing but an inflamat the Claire.
ed
condition of the mucous surfaces.
D. J. Splane, of Chicago, president
We will give One Hundred Dollars
of the Santa Fe Irrigation company,
which is planning to build a reservoir for any case of deafness (caused by
by
on the Arroyo Hondo, was an arrival Catarrh) that cannot be cured
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Sent for circulars
In the city laat evening.
J. W. Bailey, a commercial man free.
F. J. CHENKY & CO.,
with headquarters in Lawrence, Kan.,
Toledo, O.
was in the city yesterday representSold
75c.
by
Druggists,
ing a shirt manufacturing company.
Take Hall's Family Pills for
He was at the Claire.
Rev. A. M. Mandaari, of Albuquerof
que, a member of the Society

mr,

I

in

Catron Block
m?m

WARM PAJAMAS

Men's Pajamas, nice warm ones
too; made of flannelette, figures and Stripes, these have no
collar; trimmed with white silk
braid. Very warm and exceedingly good values
AT THE PRICE PER SUIT $2.00.

JULIUS H. GERDES

AND RETAIL

$4,50 per ton
"
5,25
"
6.00

Cerrillos"
Anthracite Coal all sizes
Smithing Coal

J-

Sawed Wood and Kindling
All Kinds of Steam Coal, r

CAPITAL COAL YARD
Nvr

A. T.,

Q, JF,

Dtpot

.

Phone No.

85, Office Garfield Avenue,

(Come

;

In

I

M

eo3

r
YOU

of Albuquerque,
deputy
United States marshal, left this mora
ine: for Farmington whence he will
work back to this county on a jury
and witness service for the term of
the U. S. court which will be held
in this city next month.
. Quite
a happy bunch of solons, left
this morning for Albuquerque, pre
sumably to have a good time until
Monday when the legislature reconvenes. In the party were H. M.
N.
Upton, Powell
Sweezy, James
Stackhouse and P. Hanley.

OFFICIAL MATTERS
Notaries Public Appointed.
The following notaries public were
appointed today by Governor Curry:
Santiago Garcta of Barney for Union
county; W. G. Koogler, of East Las
Vegas, for San Miguel; William B.
Bunton of Albuquerque for Bernalillo
county; and David B. Dunbar of Roy
for Mora county.

w RIGHT
FURNITURE
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EVERYTHING IN HAIIDAVAUE
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For the Next Week you Will find the Knife
Has Been Used on the Prices of our

BOYS SUITS

'A

H,S.WC0.
60S.
1908 CROP
ENGLISH

We need the room for new Good? that are coming in
In order to do this we are announcing a clean cut
reduction of 33
cents on the dollar.
The prices that we have been making are already
ridiculously low but we mean to make a clean up
and we advice you to come early for values like
this will not last long.
The shrewd buyers are beginning to know when
we advertise a bargaia that we mean jast what we

A

'A
'

'A

say.

'A

The
Price
Makers

A

rphe'Racket Stor

J

he
Price
Makers

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

and

ALMONDS
O. C. WATSON

O.

1908 CROP

C. A. BIEHOP1

C WATSON

&

COMPANY

EVAPORATED
PEACHES,

IF

YOU WISH TO RENT,
BUY, OR SELL A MOD-ER-

PEARS,

N

CALL

COTTAGE,

APPRIC0TS

ON US

PLUMS

New Figs

We Also Have

TABLE RAISINS

::

-:

-:

Several Business Properties

For Sale.

INSURANCE AND SURETY BONDS.

SEEDED RAISINS

ae

and

LIVERY STABLE

CITRON
FINE RIGS. RELIABLE fiGBSES. SINGLE
BUGGIES, SURRIES. H4CKS.

LEMON AND ORANGE PEEL

SWEET CIDER I

CALL UP 'PHONE

Ml

When in Need of Anything in the Livery Line.
Drivel's Furnished. Rates Right.

8 CO.
1

CMAS,

A
A
Jk

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

WALNUTS

iRe-ceip-

FIVE CHAIRS
WITH T. W. Roberts, E H Baca
F. S- Rivera, Al G. Slaughter
and W. M. Perry

Si

AND WILL MOVE SOME
OFOTJPv GOODS ATOXCE

CURRANTS

SHOP

X

WE MUST

;

BARBER

Mail Order Solicited.

arm,

MARKET REPORT.

K.

FOa Th'E Famous I

5

Program

Incorporation.

The Alberta Mining company which
operates In the Mogollon Mining District in Socorro county, today filed incorporation papers with Territorial
Secretary Nathan Jaffa. The capitalization Is one million dollars and the
headquarters are at Silver City, Grant
county. The New Mexico agent is A.
H. Harllee of Silver City. The
and directors are: J. Albert McKay of Pittsburg, Penna.; A.
H. G. Palmer and F. R. Griswold of

0.

1

CHOICEST STOCK IN THE CITY
PRICES REASONABLE

B. Beard

WOOL MARKET,
St. Louis, Feb. 5 Wool unchanged.
LIVE STOCK.
Kansas City, Feb. 5. Cattle
2,000. Market steady. Southern steers, $4.255.75; southern cows,
$2.404.25; native cows and heifers,

TREAT

g

Change

COAL AND WOOD
Screened Raton Lump
Monero "

WE SELL 'EM
SEE THE
WINDOW

WILL

THAT'S ALL

Mogollon, Socorro county.

WHOLESALE

The
Best
Made

Jesus, or Jesuits, arrived in Santa Fe
last evening to conduct a retreat for
the pupils of Loretto Academy.
J. E. Bangs, of Chicago, 111., buyer
for the bond department of the CoA. M. DETTELBACH.
lonial trust and Savings Bank in that
city, is a visitor in Santa Fe today WE LEAD OTHER FOLLOWS
and is much Interested in its many
historic sights.
W e Originated, Others Copy
Augustus Zehring, a prominent
to
the
expressed himself
Judge
today enroute to California.
Zeering expressed himself to the -of
Southern-Wes- t
company as being well
Every
pleased with Santa Fe.
A Union county delegation of well
MONDAY and THURSDAY
known citizens struck Santa Fe from
Admission
10 cents
Clayton yesterday. In the party are Reserved Seats
20 ceuts
O.
D.
N.
SnyCarl Eklund, R.
Palmer,
Evening Chow at 7:30 and 8:30.
der, C. Schlater and Sheriff M.
Matinee, Saturday at 3:30.
Toombs. The party is here on legislative business.
attor-Zehrin-

FOR THE NEXT 30 DAYS
IN AND SEETMEPRICES COME
COME ALL
T4E NEW NEWEST STYLES IN

A

ttc.

OPERA HOUSE

ARE OFFERING

WW

P

bab

STOCK MUST HE SOLD

t

.3,

5!

4

ft??

F

,,,,;'

TRUST' 60..

N. A. PERRY

millSery

wint

FIVE

TOoL

CAT I?

F. L. Marshall, U. S. sheep inspector,
has returned from an official trip to
Servilleta.
Judge Edward A. Mann arrived this $2.25 5.75; stackers and
feeders,
morning from Alamogoido. He leaves $3.405.50; bulls,
$3.254.75;
calves,
again tonight.
$3.50(g,G.50: western
srpprs. Jirnffl
Frank Grygla, special agent of the G.25; western cows, ?3.005.00.

$50,000.
-
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7 00
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Connects with E. P. & S. W. Ry. train
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No. 124

arriving

No 2
DAILY
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p. in,
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5 30
6 15
4 55

45
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RATON N M
Clifton House Junction

Preston
Koehler
Koehler

83

III.

Lv,

Thompson
'
Cunningham
Clifton House Junction "

f

49

Arr,

Vigil

42

p.
p. in,
p til.

Raton

N:M'
"

Lv Ues Molnos,
Kumaldo,

0

p, in

p. m,
p. in,
p. in
p. in
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p. in
p. m
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a. ni
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a. in
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in Dawson, N

fi:1S n. m.

f Connects with

8. W. Ry. train No.

E. P. &

leaving Dawson, N. M.,

123

1:55 a. m.
M.
$ Stage for van Houten, N. M., meets trains at Preston, N.
C. & S. Passenger trains arrive and depart from Des Moines as follows!
SOUTH BOUND.
NORTH BOUND
No. 8, 9:27 a. m.
No. 1, 6:08 a. m.
No. 2. 7:05 D. m.
Mn 7
n m
Track connection with A. T. & S. F. Ry. at Raton and Preston, with C.
At S. at Des Moines, E. P
AS W at Colfax, N. M., and Cimarron A
at
Northwestern Ry.
Cimarron, N. M.
Cimarron, N. M., is depot for the following points In New Mexico: Ocate,
Rayado, Aurora and Red Lakes.
Ute Park, N. M., is depot for following points in New Mexico: Arroyo
Lobo,
Elizabethtown,
Cerro,
Seco, Arroyo Hondo, Baldy, Black Lakes,
and
Taos
Red
River
de
Twining.
Ranches
Taos,
City,
Questa,
W. A. GORMAN,
HOUTEN;
van
DEDMAN,
J,
I, J,
9

Superintendent
RATON,

Pres. and Gen Mgr.

V.

RATON. N.

N iW.

ed States Senatorial candidacy of
Penrose.
Andrews Brother Aids.
When Frank Willing Leach de
serted Quay to take command of the
movement in behalf of John Wana-make- r
States Senator,
for United
against Penrose, Wesley R. Andrews,
brother of William H. Andrews, was
Crawford
a resident of Meadville,
and
edited
he
where
owned,
county,
published a newspaper called the
"W. R." as
"Meadville Republican."
he was called to distinguish him from
'"W. H.," was a stalwart and loyal
adherent of Quay. Upon being summoned by the great leader and the
"Bull," he promptly made arrangements to come east and become the
State
chief clerk of the Republican
Committee.
Everybody knows that
today W7esley R. Andrews Is chairman of that organization and that he
is also the private secretary of Senator Penrose, Secretary of the Senate
and post
committee on postofllces
roads and secretary of the United
States Postal Commission. In fact,
he is the busiest Pennsylvanian in
the United States and he is known as
a man of the most prodigious industry
and one who regards the work incident, to his official positions and in
behalf of his party as a veritable labor of love.

for Senator,
Tn this great state of Pennsylvania,
however, there are many citizens who
are particularly interested in the prospective admission of one of these new
states. Assurance has been given by
veracious Washington correspondents
including the versatile and accomplished John Russell Young, of '"The
Evening Star," that when the number
of stars on the American flag shall
a former
be iucreased to forty-eighwon
who
political
high
Pennsylvanian
in the Keystone commonhonors
wealth before he took up his residence in the far Southwestern territory of New Mexico, will be honored
by being sent to the United States
Senate from the state of his adoption.
The gentleman to whom I refer is
William II. Andrews. He has for years
been known as "Bull" Andrews, not
that the soubriquet was applied to
him from any motive of disrespect,
but because of hi well known staying powers in a political contest; because he was ever belligent and as
tenacious as he was ferocious in his
righting qualities, when enlisted In the
cause of a friend. William H. Andrews was a staunch Quay man in
all the battles in which Colonel Matthew Stanley Quay was obliged to
fisrht every inch of his political ground
between 1890 and 1900. He was one of
Quay's field marshals and he could
be depended upon in every emergency
and was on hand with the goods at
every crisis.
t,

Miles From

STATIONS.

lies Moines

M-

Gen-

-

Pass- Agent
-

RATON,

-

N. M.

BS82

Never Loses a Chance.
William H. Andrews went to New
Mexico some years ago to look after
his large silver mining interests in
that section of the country. Of course
he entered the political arena as soon
as he. got there and equally of course
He soon
he achieved distinction.
turned up in Washington as the delePossesses Sticking Qualities.
William H. Andrews was a member gate to the House of Representatives
of the state Senate at Harrisburg from the Territory and ever since his
from Crawford county at the time of advent at the national capital, the
fnctimiiil nnheaval in the statehood idea for New Mexico has
tha
A Territorial delegate
Republican party of Pennsylvania in! been growing.
has
a voice upon all subin
Congress
1895. This Internecine strife in the
to the Territory
that
state
jects
of
pertain
the
element
dominant political
broke our immediately after poles which he represents, but he is not
on any question.
Penrose, then a state Senator, now, entitled to a vote
the senior United States senator, had A little thing like being deprived of
been defeated for the Republican franchise on the floor of the House,
nomination for mayor of this city. In j however, has not affected "Bull" An
the great battle that ensued between drews and I do not know of any ocSen-- ! casion upon which he has availed himthe combine and
ator Andrews forged to the front as self of his privilege of making a
a leader of the latter forces, of which speech.
'
But a man- of his calibre always
Colonel Quay was the big chief. And
it was during that memorable fight has influence wherever he goes. His
winthat the candidacy of Boies Penrose personality is of that engaging,
him
for
makes
that
for United States senator was born. ning quality
afto
without
friends
political
regard
two
men, Israel,
It was conceived by
in to boom
He started
W. Durham, of Philadelphia, and Wil- filiations.
"Statehood" for New Mexico, with
liam H. Andrews, of Crawford.
the
idea of entering the United States
Penrose, while a member of the
when the object of the boom
Senate
resincere
won
the
state senate, had
be
realized and it looks very
should
gard and friendship of his colleague much as if he is In a fair way to reach
of Crawford county and when the
the summit of his ambition, both for
youthful senator of Philadelphia was New Mexico and himself. And, as I
Anthrown down for the mayoralty
started out to say at the beginning of
drews waxed indignant and he was this
article, there are thousands of
only too happy to enter into the plans Pennsylvanians, including Philadel-phianand
that were formulated by Durham
who want to see him get
eagerly joined in by other Quay lieu- there.
tenants, who felt that Penrose should
he triumphantly vindicated. J. Don- It will be a great day, for Andrews
aid Cameron, Quay's colleague in the when he shall
join his one time proannouncsenate Rt Washington, had
in the upper branch of
Penrose
tege
ed his determination to retire from
Congrses and I am confident that Penpublic life and "Penrose for Senator" rose will be more than gratified, as
Incibecame Andrews' pet slogan.
THE BYSTANDER,
will also
with
a
Bull"
peculiar
"the
dentally
humor of his own called Penrose
Reason Enthroned.
"Primrose," and announced his pur-meats are so tasty they are
Because
pose to form a "Primrose League,"
in
consumed
great excess. This leads
to
not
was
designed
which, while it
to
stomach
troubles, biliousness and
have he same objects in view that.,
Revise your diet, let
constipation.
of
were exploited by an organization
a pampered appetite
not
and
reason
to
was
in
name
same
England,
the
a few doses of
then
take
control,
be none the less forcible or aggresand Liver
Stomach
Chamberlain's
aim
its
than
its
of
sive in the pursuit
soon be well
will
and
Tablets
you
namesake of Great Britain.
again. Try It. For sale at all druggists. Samples free.
Chairman of Lexow.
1
Hi, T aorlul'ilhro aosslnn nP R9r
MASKED MEN STEAL $3417.
the celebrated "Lexowing" of Phlla- 5. Three
delphia was a feature of the state senGol'dfield, Nev., Feb.
ate. Penrose introduced the resolu-- ' marked men held up the 'Mohawk satiou providing for the appointment of loon, one of the biggest and best pata committee to inquire into the gov- ronized here, and got away with
ernmental affairs of the city and AnThey have not yet been captured.
drews, of Crawford, was chairman of
the front door in Indian-fil- e
Entering
the Investigating body. Other memwith guns drawn, they lined up
bers were the then State Senators about
twenty men who were in the
John C Grady, now Director of the
place.
Municipal Department of Wharves,
Then one of them went behind the
ThomC.
"
Wesley
Docks and Ferries;
bar, tapped the , cash register, got
as, afterwards Collector of the Port, a key to the safe, took all the bank
who died in 1907, and Edward B. roll and coin sacks he could find,
Hardenbergh, of Wayne county, who and walked out of the saloon, while
General-osubsequently became Auditor
covered his retreat. None
F. the others
Charles
Commonwealth.
the
who lined up was molested.
of
those
Warwick was mayor at the time and
Deputy sheriffs are working on the
the "Lexow" committee kept his
case but hnve no clue.
on the rack for a long
while. It Is proper to say here that
The New Mexican can do printing
when the committee finally reported,'
to that done in any of the large
equal
and
it was revealed that its findings
Our solicitor, every piece of
cities.
recommendations were by no means
turn out. Try our stock
we
work
not
harsh. The investigators did
once
and
you will certainly come
their
operations
throw bricks but
We
have all the faciltien for
again.
helped Quay and the very fact that
out
every class of work, Inturning
cut
In
work
the
they were engaged
of the best binderies in
one
out for them, aided materially in the cluding
West.
the
campaign in the Interest of the Unitj

j

Going

to EI Paso?

TAKE THE GOLDEN STATE LIMITED
At Torrance at 10:45 A. Mi,
Be in El Paso at 5:30 P.M.

,

HOTEL ARRIVALS.
I

Palace.

Ros well; W. Topping,
D. J. Splane, Chicago; John D. W.
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1,
Veeder, Las Vegas; Laura C. Allen, 14th degree, Ancient and Accepted
Chicago; W. E. Smith, Antonito; M. Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meets
F. Dearstyne, Denver; J. Edward on the third Ilonday of each month
Berrv. Chicago; A. Zehring and wife, at 7:30 o'clock in the evening in
John W. Tyler and wife, Cleveland; B. Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
Beard, Albuquerque; J. E. Duncan, Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are corDenver; C. Schlater, Captain Carl
dially Invited to attend.
Hon. R. O. Palmer, D. N. SnyCHAS. A. WHEELON, 32,
H.
Venerable Master.
der, sheriff, M. Toombs, Clayton;
E. Wooster, Denver.
HENRT F. STEPHENS, 14.
Claire.
Secretary
J. W. Bailey, Lawrence, Kan;. J. M.
B. P. O. E,
Lau-haeC. Chaves, jr., Abiquiu; J. J.
C. J. Pratt, Oklahoma City;
Santa Fs Loflgd No. 460, 8. P. O. B.
Mr. and Mrs. W. Weisel, MayerAriz.;
holds
its regular session on the seo
Severino
Guy Hereford, Tucumcari;
fourth Wednesdays of each
nd
and
Black Lake; vvuuam o. month.
Martinez,
Visiting brothers are Invited
Fitch, El Paso; William Mclntosn, nnd welcoma.
Mcintosh; James Kellet, Mcintosh; J.
T. P. GABLE,
II. Stewart and wife, Arkansas City;
Exalted Ruler
C. G. Shipwasn, iuncton, ieim.
J. D. SENA.
Normandie.
8crtarT.
I.
T. Lake,
Luis M. Ortiz, Chamita;
Albert
Lea;
H.
Yost,
Indiana: Thomas
J. E. Morrison, Portales; W. E. May--hn- 1
IJg-r4 I
nnd wife. Aztec; T. C. Harris,
S.
J.
Hayoen,
Denver; T. Salazar;
Pueblo; J. Routledge, Glorieta; John!
Aniner, Colorado Springs; B. S. Phillips, Buckman.
Coronado.
M. C. Baca, Las Vegas; Crecencio DRY FARMING CONGRESS,
Manzares, San Miguel; S. B. Terrell,
CHEYENNE, WYO
El Paso; Mr. and Mrs. R. P. Williams,
El Paso; C. R. Richards, Mexico City;
Feby 23, 25.
L. M. Mclntyre, D. J. Costilla, Stan
$21.05
ley.
21 22,
Dates of Sale, Feby 19-2For That Terrible Itching.
Eczema, tetter and salt rheum keep RiturnL'mit March 2nd, 1909.
their victims in perpetual torment.
The application of Chamberlain's
herewan are some "Dargains oCered
Salve will instantly allay this itching,
cured
been
by by the Nw Mexican Printing Comand many cases have
all
pany: Code of Civil Procedure of the
sale
For
use.
druggists.
by
its
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
$1; paper bound, 75c; Missouri
bound,
company
The New Msnctm printing
Code
and Pleading forms, $5; Missouri
has ready and for sale
for
two
Adaptthe
J10;
$6;
territorial
of
the
Pleadings,
correct compilations
Laws ot
incorporation laws, price 75 cents, of ed to New Mexico Code,
1901
1903,
and
50
New
Mexico, 1899,
the territorial road laws, pprice
$.25;
and
pamphlets.
territorial
Spanish
of
mining
English
the
cents, and
Flexible
Sheriff's
laws, price 50 cents per copy. These full leather, $3;
$1.25;
Pocket
in
Cover
Docket,
single,
per
can be purchased by applying
son or by mail at the office of the two or more books, $1 each; New
Mexico Supreme Court Reports, Nos.
company.
3 and 10 Inclusive $3.30 each; Compilation
Corporation Laws, 75c; Complla-gewedand
devised
Engraved cards
New Mexico Reports, full
of
ding invitations a specialty at the
Laws, 50c; Money's
tioa
Mining
New Mexican Printing office. Any
$6.50; full list school blanks.
one standing In need of such will do
well to call at this office and examine
Subscribe for the New Mexican.
samples, style of work and prices.
R. E. Luna,

Ek-lun-

;

il

k

mm Excursions

0

j

st

Rdblbes Stampi

s,

The Trip to El Paso is a quick pleasant journej via
the New Mexico Central and E. P. & S. W. Take
advantage of this splendid service the first time you
have occasion to go El Paso.
V.

R- -

STILES,

General Passenger Agent.
El Paso. Texas,

"

!

K

TO

The Mining Camp of Colorado, Utah and Nevada: to
Denver Colorado Springs and Pueblo
is Via the

&

1

Through the fertile San Luis valley, Also to the
San Juan country of Colorado.
For inform itioi as to rates, train service, descripI

I'J

WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE SAME THING
BUSINESS, REFREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF YOUR
MEMBER A RUBBER STAMP WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT
BUSY PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER
DEAL OF TIME.
STAMPS MORE NOW THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY
SAVE TIME, AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS

j

Direct Route
DENVER

Santr, Fa Commandery
No. 1, K. T. Regular
conclave
fourth Mon
day in each month at
Masonic Hall at 7:30 p. m.
H. F. STEPHENS, E. C.
PERCY F. KNIGHT, Recorder.

5

Andrews

PASSENGER SCHEDULE
In Effect July 14, 1908.
No. 1,
DAILY

mm

con-tinae-

Ml

No

Lodge
C4
Rheumatism is caused by an excess of uric acid in the blood, which
1, A. F. & A. M. Reggradually gets into the circulation because of indigestion, constipation, weak
ular communication
kidney action, and other irregularities of the system which are sometimes
first Monday of aacb
considered of n o importance. This uric acid causes an inflamed and irritated
month at
Masonle
of
condition of the blood, and the circulation instead
nourishing the different
Hall at
p. m.
tissues
the
into
of
muscles,
nerves,
the
body, continually deposits
portions
J. A. MASSIE,
acid with which it is filled. Rheuand joints, the irritating,
Worthy Master
matism can only be cured by a thorough cleansing of the blood, and this is ALAN R.
M'CORD,
Secretary.
neutraljust what S. S. S. does. It goes down into the circulation, and by
izing the uric acid and driving it from the blood, effectually and surely
S..nt Fe Chapter No. 1
removes the cause. S. S. S. strengthens and invigorates the blood so that
R. A. M. Regular
instead of a weak, sour stream, causing pain and agony thoughout the syssecond Monday
health
and
tem, it becomes an invigorating, nourishing fluid, furnishing
of
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month at Maeach
this
and
of
the
suffering
to
relieving
by
body
vigor every part
sonic Hall at 7:30 p. m.
disease. S. S. S. being a purely vegetable blood purifier, is the surest and
S. SPITZ, H. P.
safest cure for Rheumatism in any of its forms. Book on Rheumatism and
ARTHUR SBLIGMAN, Secretary.
any medical advice desired sent free to all who write.
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will mean four additional Senators
igency for all ocean steamship lines. Booklets
failroad and steamship lines, containing valuable information to travelers, and the same number of members of
free upon application.
the House of Representatives two
markets.
frtight service to and from all Eastern and Western
from each of the new States, and it is
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perfectly safe to assert that these
contributions to the statesmen
CITY FREiC.HT AND PASSENGER AGENT.
of the nation will not be ap
preciably felt at the National Capitol.
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tive literature, etc. call i n or address.
S K. HOOPER, G. P.

Denver, Colo.

T. A.
F. H. cTWcBRIDE, Agent.
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BELEN, NEWM EXP.

City of the Estancia Valley

FUTURE RAILROAD METROPOLIS OP
NEW MEXICO.

THE CITY OF Wl LLARD destined to be the COUNTY SEAT of
Torrance County New Mexico Was laid out in thp fall of 1005. It is now
a thriving city of nearly 1000 innabiunts. It lies on the main line of the
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway system, running east and W3St from
Central Railroad running
Chicago to all California points and the
from Santa Fe, N. M., in close connection wicn tue Denver and Rio Grande
and the Rock Island System. The Santa Fe System have expended on its
depot yards a million dollars, in freight and passenger depot, eating house,
water system, round house and coaling chutes.
Sixty houses have been erected. Several of the largest mercantile
houses in the Territory are built and doing a big business. It has four
large hotels, churches, schools. A live Board of Trade, energetic business
men, two lumber yards, etc. The new city is in the center of the best
agricultural and grazing section of New Mexico. The best shipping and
distributing point for all merchandise, cattle, sheep and wool. The large
wholesale houses are in operation.
A

ILOCATEDIONIBELEN

CUT-OFFJO-

!-'

SANTA. FE RY';

Bulen is 31 inili south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the junction of the Mam Line of thej Santa Fe
System leading East and West from Chicago, Kansas City, Galveston and points East to San
Francisco. Los Angeles, El Pa;;o and Old Mexico.
One thousand business and residence lots, also 25x145 feet laid o it with broad 80 and
streets, with alleys 20 feet wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old shade trees,
public school house, costing $16,000; churches, large mercantile establishments, the Belen Patent
Roller Mill, capacity 150 barrels daily, large winery, Hotel Belen new up to date modern improvement and 3 other Hotels, Commercial Club, a population of 2.000 people, several restaurants, etc.
Belen is the largest shipping point for wood, flour, wheat, wine, beans and hay in Central
New Mexico. Its importance as a great commercial railroad city in the near future" cannot be
70-fo-

estimated.

.

THE BELEN
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TOWN AND IMPROVEMENT
COMPANY

COMPANY

B

ARE OWNERS OF THE

ARE OWNERS OF THE

ivww as

is r: i. era

WSLLARD TOWNS! TS

3

5E3SS2SI
Offers for sale upon reasonable terms fine business and residence lots on
"the townsite situated upon broad avenues and streets, 80 and 60 feet wide.
Title perfect, warranty deed given. Terms of Sale: One half of pu rchase
money cash, balance note secured by mortgage on lots sold with interest
at 8 per cent per annum payable

ALL FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS
!OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO OVER.THE MAIN LINE .THROUGH
TO BELEN, EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH

semi-annuall-

The lots offered are in the center of the city, well.graded and 2.000 shade trees on avenues and
streets, no sand or gravel.
Our prices of lots are low and terms on EASY PAYMENTS; title perfect warranty deeds
One third purchase money, cash Two-thirmay remain ou cote, with mortage as security, for
one year, with 8 per cent interest thereon.

JOHN BECKER, President. W. A. DUNLAVY, Vice- Pres

ds

-

WM. M BERGER, Secretary.
FOR FURTHER
:

: : APPLY

INFORMATION
TO

:

:

APPLY AT. ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES IF YOU WISH TO SECURE CHOICEST LOTS'

E. P. DAVIES, Agent

New Mexico.

Willafd,
with kerosene and gasoline was quickly disposed of.
NEWS NOTES
!
At Gallup.
The Franciscan fathers at St. Michaels will in the near future issue a
At Lakewood.
of the Navajo language on
tract norths st of dictionary
. On the forty-acr- e
which they have been engaged for the
the townsite D. C. McConney has
ten years. As well as containstruck a good flow of water, which past
the
ing
vocabulary as complete as it
rises ten inches over a
casis possible to be obtained, the book
ing.
will contain a series of articles on
At Carlsbad.
arts and
A contract has been closed with the Navajo religion, ceremonies,
industries.
Midland-SeminolcomAutomobile
At Artesia.
pany for an extension of its line from
Lumber company, of
Rockwell
The
Knowles to Carlsbad, with service bea
had
representative here
tween Carlsbad and Midland three Houston,
a site for the
investigating
recently
times weekly.
will
which
it
put in here.
new. yard
At Farmington.
S. Coates, wno recently obOscar
A meeting .of bookkeepers will be
fifteen-yea- r
franchise for an
held here Saturday afternoon for the tained a
has ordered
here,
electric
light plant
purpose of getting united action on a the
some of it is now
and
material,
plan of fighting the foul broodjevil,
It is expected the
and to take such steps as may be nec- being shipped.
within two
readiness
in
be
will
essary to get amendments to the plant
of the arrival
time
from
the
months
present law so as to make it effec- of the material.

THAI
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THE BELEN

of Company.
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YOUNG

IMPROVEMENT

CO.

WM. M. BERGEW Secretary.

JOHN BECKER, President
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FURNISHED ROOMS with Board,
presented by him to the university!
at 5 o'clock of injuries received in 181 Palace avenue.
museum.
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real
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Dr. Shoop's Restorative.
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western man, holds that we should Chautauqua for teachers of the
consider not less than half a milllop public schools and for tourists who
can come to remain a little while
dollars as an
ndwment for the
(Continued From First Page.
(Continued From First rage.
to visiting the ruins,
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school. Two gentlemen have given us preparatory
should he held at Santa Fe. The most
American
But $3,000 annually for a period of five eminent lecturers of the United States
archaeology.
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men are far more careless in
second
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and
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approach
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the East."
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